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The Truma
Dealer Portal
Practical support to help you gain a
competitive advantage
Now you can also profit online from our unique Truma
Service. In the Truma Dealer Portal, you’ll find many
advantages and services that can help you make your
daily work even easier and more efficient.
Register now at
www.truma.com/dealerlogin

All the information you need is just a click away
Get access to the latest information about all aspects
of our service and products.
Latest downloads
For example, simply download all the latest flashing
code lists, service information, product videos and
flyers onto your computer.
Fast and simple access to our know-how
Register yourself and your colleagues quickly and
conveniently for our training courses.

Please note:
As an official Truma Partner, you’ll enjoy even more
exclusive advantages and services in the Dealer
Portal. Find out more now from your Truma sales
representative.
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Intelligent appliance control,
maximum comfort
Truma iNet System: Heater control
via our App
With the iNet System from Truma, it will be child’s play
for your customers to control the heaters and air conditioning systems in their vehicles – from anywhere and
at any time.
What your customers need for the Truma
iNet System:
• The Truma iNet Box as the system’s core.
• iNet-capable Truma appliances, such as the Combi
heater with control panel Truma CP plus iNet ready
and/or a Truma air conditioning system, such as
Aventa or Saphir (compact or comfort RC).
• The free Truma App on a smartphone or tablet.
How the Truma iNet System works
The Truma iNet Box is the central control unit for
many Truma appliances. It networks the heater and air
conditioner with a smartphone, receives the control
commands and forwards them to the appliances.
Operation is via SMS, or Bluetooth if the appliance is
within close range.

The free Truma App is used to control iNet-capable
heating and air conditioning systems. Enjoy auto
matic climate control by combining a Combi heater
(with a control panel Truma CP plus iNet ready) and a
Truma air conditioner. Regardless of how hot or cold
it is outside: The vehicle is always heated or cooled to
your customer’s preferred feel-good temperature.
The Truma App
The App has further useful camping tools such as
vehicle levelling and the compass function for aligning
the vehicle according to the sun’s position. It also
offers operating instructions for all Truma appliances,
as well as helpful explanatory videos – on hand at all
times.
Your customers can download the Truma App to their
smartphones or tablets free of charge from the App
Store or Google Play: www.truma.com/app.

www.truma.com/inet
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For the ideal feel-good climate
Truma CP plus and Truma iNet Box
Truma CP plus
Your customers can control the Combi heater and/or
Truma air conditioning system in their vehicles with the
Truma CP plus digital control panel. They simply select
the type of energy, adjust the fan or set the functions
of their heater or air conditioner with the time switch.
Truma iNet Box
The Truma iNet Box is an intelligent interface that
enables the convenient control of Truma appliances on
the move from a smartphone via SMS – or Bluetooth
within close range. All that’s needed to control the
temperature in a vehicle, for example, is the free Truma
App. The Truma iNet Box is easy to install and can
be retrofitted for all iNet-capable Combi heaters and
Truma air conditioning systems.
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Truma automatic climate control
The automatic climate control maintains your customer’s preferred feel-good temperature – whatever the
weather. The Truma CP plus control panel automatically coordinates the Combi heater and the Truma air
conditioning system, ensuring your customer’s RV is
always at the ideal temperature.

Truma CP plus

Truma iNet Box

Digital control panel for Combi heaters and
air conditioning systems
The Truma CP plus digital control panel allows your customer to set the room and water temperature in their
vehicle quickly and easily. Functions like fan speeds
and night-time economy mode can be selected in the
blink of an eye. The automatic climate control ensures
a constant indoor temperature in all weathers.

Central control unit for Truma appliances
The Truma iNet Box serves as the Truma iNet System’s
core. It networks various Truma appliances, like the
Combi heater and/or air conditioning system, with a
smartphone or tablet. This interface is used to monitor
and control all iNet-capable appliances – identified by
the “Truma iNet ready” label – conveniently via the
App.

• Intuitive operation: With practical rotary push
button and large backlit display.
• Boost function: Heats up water and the vehicle’s
interior very quickly.
• Time switch: The right water or room temperature
set in advance at all times.

• Convenient: Enables remote control and monitoring
of the Truma heating and air conditioning systems
via a smartphone or tablet.
• Easy to install: Simply install and start up with the
Truma App.
• Versatile: Can be controlled from up to four mobile
devices simultaneously.

Technical data
• Power supply: 8 – 16.5 V
• Power consumption: max. 65 mA (100% background
lighting), 6.5 – 10 mA (standby)
• Quiescent current consumption: 3 mA (Off)
• Dimensions: 92 x 103 x 40 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: approx. 100 g

Technical data
• Power supply: 12 V/24 V
• Voltage range: min. 8 V, max. 30 V
• Average power consumption: 40 mA (12 V),
20 mA (24 V)
• SIM card type: Mini-SIM (25 x 15 mm)
• Interfaces: TIN bus (2 x TIN1 replaceable,
1 x TIN2), GSM, Bluetooth
• Bluetooth: Class 2
• Dimensions: 147 x 96 x 40 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: approx. 150 g
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Heating and hot water in one
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Truma Combi

HEATING SYSTEMS

The smart heater for caravans and
motor homes
Combi heaters by Truma not only provide pleasant
warmth in caravans or motor homes within a very
short time, they also heat up water – using just one
single appliance. Depending on the model, your customers can operate the heaters with either gas or diesel.
Both models are also available with electric heating
and can then also be used in either electric or mixed
mode.
All Combi heaters work efficiently and are especially
compact and light. They are easy to install in a vehicle
and offer ultimate protection from external influences.
A 10-litre stainless steel water tank, which is also heated
in winter, is integrated into the system. In summer mode
it is possible to heat up the water independently of the
heater. In this mode the water is heated up to 60 degrees Celsius in about 20 minutes.
Extremely practical: The Truma App can be used on the
move to switch on a Combi heater from a smartphone.
• Compact: Lightweight, space-saving heater.
• Fast: Water heats up within a short time.
• Sophisticated design: Optimum warm air
distribution via four air outlets.
• Integrated: FrostControl drain valve is installed as
standard.

www.truma.com/combi
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Truma Combi 4 (E) / 6 (E)

Truma Combi D 6 (E)

One appliance, two functions
The Truma Combi 4 (E) / 6 (E) gives your customers twice the convenience in their caravan or motor home: Just
one appliance heats up the vehicle and water at the same time. The trusted Combi heater requires little space,
works very economically and is also available as a powerful diesel variation. Warm air is distributed throughout
the vehicle optimally through four air outlets.

• Versatile: Combi E versions can be operated in gas/diesel, electric or mixed modes.
• Convenient: Automatic climate control in combination with a Truma air conditioner.
• Efficient: Extremely low power consumption allows for self-sufficiency.
Technical data
• Heating power: 4000 W (Combi 4) /
6000 W (Combi 6)
• Efficiency: approx. 98%
• Water capacity: 10 L
• E versions with integrated electric heating elements
(900 W/1800 W)
• Time needed to heat water container (in summer
mode): approx. 20 min.
• Power consumption for heating and hot water:
12 V: heating: 1.2 – 5.6 A, hot water: 0.2 – 0.4 A
230 V: 3.9 – 7.8 A
• Gas consumption: 160 – 320 g/h (Combi 4),
160 – 480 g/h (Combi 6), 80 g/h at 1000 W average
heating power
• Dimensions: 510 x 450 x 300 mm (L x W x H)*
• Weight of Combi 4/6: 14 kg / Combi 4 E/6 E: 15.1 kg

Technical data
• Heating power: 6000 W
• Efficiency: approx. 90%
• Water capacity: 10 L
• Burner technology from Eberspächer, Esslingen
(Germany)
• E version with integrated electric heating elements
(900 W/1800W)
• Time needed to heat water container (in summer
mode): approx. 20 min.
• Power consumption for heating and hot water:
12 V: 1.8 – 7 A
230 V: 3.9 – 7.8 A
• Diesel consumption: 220 – 630 mL/h, 110 mL/h
at 1000 W average heating power
• Dimensions: 525 x 450 x 300 mm (L x W x H)*
• Weight of Combi D 6: 15.8 kg / Combi D 6 E: 16.9 kg

*	Minimum installation dimensions (please ensure there is sufficient space for
installation and service)
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Reliable classic heaters
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Truma S 3004

Truma S 5004

HEATING SYSTEMS

Reliable, tried-and-tested classic heaters
Truma S heaters are easy to operate, absolutely reliable and have been successfully tried-and-tested for decades.
The S 3004 can be installed in caravans or motor homes. The S 5004 is approved only for installation in caravans.

• Space-saving: Perfectly integrated into the vehicle’s interior design – thanks to the flat cover and modern
appearance.
• Independent: Can be operated without power supply and while driving.
• Versatile: Many retrofitting options – such as chrome fittings and lighting, Ultraheat and a cover with flame
effect (S 5004 only).
Technical data
• Heating power: 3500 W
• Efficiency: approx. 95%
• Gas consumption: 30 – 280 g/h
• Dimensions: 500 x 371 x 545 mm (L x W x H)*
• Weight: 10.3 kg

Technical data
• Heating power: 6000 W
• Efficiency: approx. 95%
• Gas consumption: 60 – 480 g/h
• Dimensions: 530 x 494 x 568 mm (L x W x H)*
• Weight: 17.5 kg

* Minimum installation dimensions (please ensure there is sufficient space for
installation and service)
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Truma lighting kit
Subdued lighting for simple operation
With this retrofit lighting kit, your customers can even
operate and optimally adjust an S heater in the dark.
A sensor switches on the lighting in all integrated
control units as soon as they move their hand close
to it. The light then goes off again automatically after
20 seconds.

Truma flame effect cover
Romance on the road
With the flame effect cover for the S 5004, your customers can enjoy relaxed holiday evenings in a stylish
ambience. Depending on their mood, they can use
the remote control to choose their preferred scenario
together with the coordinated sound effects – whether
romantic or blazing, smouldering or crackling.

16
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Truma fans

Additional electric heater
With the Ultraheat additional electric heater, your customers will be equipped for all seasons, temperatures
and energy sources. The difference to a fan heater: You
don’t need any additional space as the warm air is distributed evenly throughout the vehicle via the existing
fans and warm air ducts.

Perfect air distribution
A pleasant ambient atmosphere not only depends
on the temperature. Warm air needs to circulate
throughout the RV so your customer feels comfortable
inside it. And Truma’s powerful fans do this job.

TEB-3, 12 V

HEATING SYSTEMS

Truma Ultraheat

TN-3, 230 V

• Convenient: Adjust the fan speed smoothly on the
control panel.
• Versatile: With the modular principle, the air
distribution can be optimally set to suit your
customer’s needs.
• Fast: The booster function (only fan TEB-3) distributes
warm air particularly quickly inside the vehicle.

• Versatile: The S heater and Ultraheat are operated
either separately or together.
• Safe: The additional heater has automatic
overheating protection.
• Extendable: An optional remote sensor is also
available for optimum control of the room
temperature.
Technical data
• Power supply: 230 V/50 Hz
• Power consumption according to operating level:
2.2 A (500 W) / 4.5 A (1000 W) / 8.5 A (2000 W)
• Weight: 2 kg

Technical data
• Fan TEB-3: 12 V, 1.1 kg,
average power consumption 0.7 A
• Fan TN-3: 230 V, 1.7 kg,
average power consumption 0.3 A

Truma Airmix
A better caravan climate
The Airmix enables your customers to optimise the
room temperature inside their caravans. It is the ideal
add-on for the Truma fan and mixes fresh air with the
air in the caravan. The interior of the vehicle is also
dehumidified. The slide control is used to adjust the
Airmix. As well as mixed mode, it can also be set to
circulation or outdoor air mode.

heating | cooling | controlling
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Truma S 2200 / S 2200 P
Cosy warmth for small caravans
Small, light and compact – these are the outstanding
features of the Truma S 2200. The heater is therefore
ideal for small caravans.

• Convenient: An optional fan distributes warm air
evenly throughout the interior.
• Independent: Without a fan, the heater can be operated independently of a power grid.
• Versatile: Fumes can be directed out via the roof or
wall cowl, with the exhaust gas duct connection on
either the left or the right-hand side.
Technical data
• Heating power: 1850 W
• Efficiency: approx. 95%
• Gas consumption: 50 – 170 g/h
• Dimensions: 420 x 120 x 365 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 6.7 kg
• 1.5 V auto ignitor (Truma S 2200) or piezo ignitor
(Truma S 2200 P)

20
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Truma VarioHeat comfort

Truma VarioHeat eco

•
•
•
•
•

HEATING SYSTEMS

The new compact heater for motor homes, caravans and vans
The tried-and-tested Trumatic E 2400 and Trumatic E 4000 models are being replaced by a new generation
of heaters. Truma VarioHeat is the efficient and extremely compact successor model. It is available in either
eco (2800 W) or comfort (3700 W). Both variations have the same space-saving dimensions.
The heating output is automatically regulated and adapted to the selected temperature. With the CP plus
VarioHeat digital control panel, the heater is controlled conveniently and precisely. The Boost function and
Night Mode ensure particularly quick or very quiet heating.

Efficient: 15% more heating power, 100% higher flow rate (Truma VarioHeat eco compared to Trumatic E 2400).
Light: The light weight gives your customers freedom when loading.
Time-saving: Simple and flexible installation.
Convenient: Proven CP plus comfort and air conditioning system can also be controlled.
Troubleshooting capability: Simply read the error messages with the Truma Diagnose Tool.

Technical data
• Heating power: 1300 W (level 1) / 2800 W (level 2) /
3700 W (level 3)
• Gas consumption: 100 g/h (level 1) / 220 g/h
(level 2) / 290 g/h (level 3)
• Power consumption 12 V: 0.65 A (level 1) / 2.75 A
(level 2) / 5.4 A (level 3)
• Quiescent current consumption: 0.004 A with
CP plus VarioHeat control panel
• Air flow rate (free-blowing): 75 m³/h (level 1) /
155 m³/h (level 2) / 210 m³/h (level 3)
• Dimensions: 380 x 123 x 248 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 5.1 kg

Technical data
• Heating power: 1300 W (level 1) / 2800 W (level 2)
• Gas consumption: 100 g/h (level 1) / 220 g/h (level 2)
• Power consumption 12 V: 0.65 A (level 1) / 2.75 A
(level 2)
• Quiescent current consumption: 0.004 A with
CP plus VarioHeat control panel
• Air flow rate (free-blowing): 75 m³/h (level 1) /
155 m³/h (level 2)
• Dimensions: 380 x 123 x 248 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 5.1 kg

heating | cooling | controlling
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Installation overview: Combi
Graphic representation
Here you can see an example of how Truma heating systems are installed, and the recommended
accessories.

1. Combi
2. Truma CP plus digital control panel
3. Truma iNet Box
4. Truma App on a smartphone
5. Room temperature sensor
6. FrostControl
7. FrostControl heating element
8. Wall cowl
9. Warm air duct ÜR (Ø 65 mm)

22
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10. T-pipe LT / end outlet EN
11. Elbow BG
12. End outlet nut EM / end outlet EN
13. Wall outlet vent WL, agate grey
14. Water hose, suitable for drinking water
15. Isotherm duct IR, Ø 35 mm
16. Branch AB35
17. Corner air outlet EC

Product overview: Combi and Combi E
HEATING SYSTEMS

Liquid gas and electric heating with hot water generator
Heater (without exhaust gas system) complete with room thermostat, control panel with 6 m cable, fixings,
FrostControl currentless drain valve and elbow fittings for 10 mm diameter water hoses. Version with water
connections for rigid ducts (John Guest system) on request.
Product

Part no.

Description

33702-01

Combi 4 CP plus TB
30 mbar, 12 V,
Truma iNet ready

33712-01

Combi 4 E CP plus TB
30 mbar, 12 V, with electric heater 230 V, 1800 W,
Truma iNet ready

33802-01

Combi 6 CP plus TB
30 mbar, 12 V,
Truma iNet ready

33812-01

Combi 6 E CP plus TB
30 mbar, 12 V, with electric heater 230 V, 1800 W,
Truma iNet ready

Technical details
540*

350*

500*

** Minimum installation dimensions in mm
(please ensure there is sufficient space for
installation and service)

Heating up the water from approx. 15 °C
to approx. 60 °C (in accordance with
standard EN 15033)
Air flow rate
Power consumption (12 V):
Heater + water container
Heating up water container
Power consumption (230 V)
Quiescent current
Water capacity
Pump pressure
System pressure
Weight without water
without periphery
with periphery
Product ID number
Burner settings
Rated heat output
Gas consumption

Water container approx. 20 min, heater + water container
approx. 80 min
Max. 287 m³/h
Combi 4 Ø 1.1 A (0.2–5.6 A), Combi 6 Ø 1.3 A (0.2–5.6 A)
0.4 A
900 W 3.9 A
1800 W 7.8 A
0.001 A
10 litres
Max. 2.8 bar
Max. 4.5 bar
Combi
Combi E
14.0 kg
15.1 kg
14.5 kg
15.6 kg
CE-0085BS0085
Combi 4
Combi 6
1
2
1
2
3
2000 W
4000 W
2000 W
4000 W
6000 W
160 g/h
320 g/h
160 g/h
320 g/h
480 g/h
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Accessories: Combi, Combi E, Trumatic C (EH)
Exhaust gas system: Combi, Combi E, Trumatic C (EH)
Product

Part no.

Description

Cowl kits and individual cowl parts
Wall cowl kit CW complete with 1.1 m exhaust duct, 1 m air supply duct and
clamps (without cover)
36230-01

Wall cowl kit CW, cream

36230-05

Wall cowl kit CW, bianco

36230-07

Wall cowl kit CW, dusty grey

36230-08

Wall cowl kit CW, light grey

36230-09

Wall cowl kit CW, black

36230-10

Wall cowl kit CW, anthracite

Wall cowl WKC complete (without cover and ducts)

24
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36130-01

Wall cowl WKC, cream

36130-05

Wall cowl WKC, bianco

36130-07

Wall cowl WKC, dusty grey

36130-08

Wall cowl WKC, light grey

36130-09

Wall cowl WKC, black

36130-10

Wall cowl WKC, anthracite

36130-11

Wall Cowl WKC, basalt grey

34122-01

Roof cowl kit CD
complete with 3 m exhaust duct, 3 m air supply duct and clamps

34051-01

Roof cowl DKC 2, cream
complete (without ducts)

39320-00

Exhaust duct AA 3, Ø 55 mm
(per metre)

39580-00

Air supply duct ZR 80, Ø 80 mm
(per metre)

39590-00

Clamp ZRS, Ø 80 mm

34070-01

Cowl extension KVC
30 cm

34080-01

Cowl lead-through SDDF, cream
for caravan protective roofs

Accessories: Combi, Combi E
Product

Part no.

Description

36400-01

Truma iNet Box
Central remote control unit for iNet-capable Truma appliances via
smartphone / tablet
Power supply
12 V / 24 V
Average power consumption 40 / 20 mA (12 / 24 V)
SIM card type
Mini-SIM
Interfaces
TIN bus
(2 x TIN 1 replaceable, 1 x TIN 2), GSM, Bluetooth
Bluetooth
Class 2
Operating temperature range – 30 °C to + 60 °C
Weight (without accessories) approx. 150 g

36021-01

Truma CP plus
Truma iNet ready, LCD, with background lighting
Interface
TIN bus
Power supply
8 – 16.5 V
Power consumption	max. 65 mA (100% background lighting)
6.5 – 10 mA (standby)
Quiescent current
consumption
3 mA (Off)
Weight
approx. 100 g
Note: Replacement of the electronics is also necessary for a
Truma Combi heater with a grey casing.

34030-39300

Surface-mounted frame CP plus, black

34030-35600

Cover CP plus, black

36120-01

TIN distributor
for connecting two appliances

HEATING SYSTEMS

General accessories for Combi, Combi E

Cable variations for control panel Combi and Combi E
36110-01

Control panel cable 3 m

36110-02

Control panel cable 6 m

36110-03

Control panel cable 9 m

heating | cooling | controlling
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Accessories: Combi, Combi E, Trumatic C (EH)
General accessories for Trumatic C (EH)
Product

Part no.

Description

70070-01

FrostControl heating element
with 1.5 m cable, for faster filling of the water container,
independently of the room temperature

Window switch: For connecting to the automatic shut-off device of the Combi (E) and Trumatic C 6002 EH
heaters. In addition to the window switch, an automatic shut-off device is required for the Trumatic C heater.
30 cm

30
cm

Note: The window switch is also required for automatic switching off of the
appliance if the cowl has been installed under a window that can be opened or
up to 30 cm away from it (conforms to EN 1949).

34030-34700

Window switch
universal for all standard
caravan hinged windows

34000-80800

Automatic shut-off device Trumatic C

34300-01

Extension cable for control panel, 5 m
for control panel Trumatic C

34201-01

Room temperature sensor FFC 2
complete with 4 m cable and adapter cable, monitors the room
temperature independently of the control panel's positioning

Warm air distribution Combi, Combi E
34091-01

Elbow BGC, black
for direct connection to the warm air connectors
(output for Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm ducts)

34310-01

Blank cover CB, black
for closing a warm air outlet
on Combi 4 (E)

Warm air distribution Trumatic C (EH)
34091-01

Elbow BGC, black
for direct connection to the warm air connectors
(output for Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm ducts)

40353-01

Blank cover VD, agate grey
for closing a warm air outlet
on Trumatic C 4002 or C 3402

34000-81800

U-clips kit
essential when using the warm air duct VR 72, Ø 72 mm

Note: From page 54 you will find further warm air distribution accessories for all Truma heating systems.
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Product overview: Combi D 6 (E)
HEATING SYSTEMS

Diesel heater with hot water generator
Heater (without wall cowl and duct kit for exhaust gas system) complete with room thermostat, control panel
with 6 m cable, fixings, FrostControl currentless drain valve, elbow fittings for 10 mm diameter water hoses,
fuel connection including metering pump and universal tank removal set TES 01 standard. Version with water
connections for rigid ducts (John Guest system) on request.
Product

Part no.

Description

33503-01

Combi D 6 CP plus TB
12 V, Truma iNet ready

33513-01

Combi D 6 E CP plus TB
12 V, Truma iNet ready

Technical details
540*
540*

350*
350*

500*
500*

** Minimum installation dimensions in mm
(please ensure there is sufficient space for
installation and service)

Heating up the water from approx. 15 °C
to approx. 60 °C (in accordance with
standard EN 15033)
Air flow rate
Power consumption (12 V):
Heater + water container
Heating up water container
Fuel
Water capacity
Pump pressure
System pressure
Rated heat output
Quiescent current
Weight without water
without periphery
with periphery
Rated heat output in electrical mode
Power consumption (at 230 V)
Burner settings
Rated heat output
Diesel consumption

Water container approx. 20 min, heater + water container
approx. 80 min
Max. 287 m³/h
1.8–7 A (during normal operation)
Max. 1.8 A
Diesel as per EN 590
10 litres
Max. 2.8 bar
Max. 4.5 bar
2000 / 4000 / 6000 W
approx. 0.001 A
Combi D 6
Combi D 6 E
15.8 kg
16.9 kg
17.2 kg
18.3 kg
–
1800 W
–
900 W: 3.9 A / 1800 W: 7.8 A
Normal opera1
2
3
tion**
1000 W
2000 W
4000 W
6000 W
110 mL/h
220 mL/h
452 mL/h
630 mL/h

*** During normal operation with average heat output of 1000 W

Note: Various vehicle-specific tank removal kits are available from Truma on request in order to simplify connection of the Combi D 6 (E) to the diesel tank.
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Accessories: Combi D 6 (E)
Installation Combi D 6 (E)
Product

Part no.

Description

Individual parts for routing the fuel line: The heater already comes with an 8 m fuel line, 6 m of cellular
rubber hose, 10 hose holders and a replacement lock washer.
34020-69800

Fuel line
(per metre)

34020-70000

Cellular rubber hose
for acoustic decoupling of the fuel line
(per metre)

34020-76000

Hose holder, BPK 10
(10 pcs.)

Exhaust gas system Combi D 6 (E)
Wall cowls and duct kits
Wall cowl WKCD complete with extractor fan and connector cable (without sound
mufflers and exhaust ducts)
34400-02

Wall cowl WKCD, bianco

34400-03

Wall cowl WKCD, black

34400-04

Wall cowl WKCD, anthracite

34400-05

Wall cowl WKCD, pure white

Duct kit CDW complete with sound mufflers for combustion air and exhaust, incl.
lock washer and insulating duct. If the duct kit must be shortened, the lock washer
tool is needed to install the replacement lock washer – see page 139.
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34501-01

Duct kit Combi D, 60 cm

34501-02

Duct kit Combi D, 70 cm

34501-03

Duct kit Combi D, 100 cm

34501-04

Duct kit Combi D, 150 cm

Accessories: Combi D 6 (E)
Product

Part no.

HEATING SYSTEMS

General accessories for Combi D 6 (E)
Description

Note: See page 25 for the
Truma iNet Box, Truma CP plus,
and more accessories for the digital networking.

70070-01

FrostControl heating element
with 1.5 m cable, for faster filling of the water container,
independently of the room temperature

Cable variations for control panel Combi and Combi E

30 cm

36110-01

Control panel cable 3 m

36110-02

Control panel cable 6 m

36110-03

Control panel cable 9 m

30

Note: The window switch is also required for automatic switching off of the
appliance if the cowl has been installed under a window that can be opened or up
to 30 cm away from it (conforms to EN 1949).

cm

34030-34700

Window switch
universal for all common caravan hinged windows

34610-01

Altitude kit
for longer heater operation at elevations of 1500 to 2750 m

Warm air distribution Combi D 6 (E)
34091-01

Elbow BGC, black
for direct connection to the warm air connectors
(output for Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm ducts)

Note: From page 54 you will find further warm air distribution accessories for all Truma heating systems.
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Installation overview: Truma S heaters
Graphic representation
Technical details, part numbers and prices, as well as the complete range of accessories for our products can
be found on the following pages.

Ultra

heat
2000

230V
500
1000

1. Truma S heater
2. Ultraheat additional electric heater
3. Room temperature sensor FFC 2 for Ultraheat
4. Control panels
5. Roof cowl AK 3
6. Warm air duct ÜR 65
7. Branch AB35
8. Isotherm duct IR
9. Corner air outlet EC
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10. T-pipe LT / end outlet EN
11. Insulating elbow BGI
12. Insulated air duct DRI
13. Airmix comfort accessories
14. Airmix control panel
15. Multivent fan TBM
16. T-piece TS
17. Elbow BG
18. Flame effect cover for Truma S 5004

The Truma S heaters
HEATING SYSTEMS

Europe's most reliable caravan heater has been made even more convenient – and offers many possibilities
for installation and retrofitting.
You’ll find everything you need on the following pages:
If your customer wants a completely new S heater:
- Truma S 5004

Page 32

- Truma S 3004

Page 34

- Fan TEB-3 / TEN-3 / TN-3

Page 38

- Supply air and exhaust gas system

Page 39

- Warm air distribution

Page 54

If your customer already has an S heater:
- Fans

Page 38, 44

- Lighting kit for control panels

Page 36

- Flame effect cover

Page 36

- Ultraheat additional electric heater

Page 36, 42

- Comfort kit with Airmix

Page 37, 42

- Remote ignition indicator

Page 37, 42

- Auto ignitor

Page 37
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If the customer wants to buy a new Truma S heater ...

Product overview: Truma S 5004
Liquid gas heaters
For motor vehicles (e.g. motor homes), Truma supplies the Truma S 3004 (P) (page 34), VarioHeat (from
page 47), Combi (E) (page 23) and Combi D (page 27) heaters type-tested by the Federal Motor Transport
Authority.
Operation is permitted only with an original Truma cover!
Attention: Cover not included. Please order as a separate item!
Product

Part no.

Description

Truma S 5004, 30 mbar, for liquid gas LPG, with auto ignitor,
thermostat and installation box, without cover,
for use in caravans
31570-01

Truma S 5004
30 mbar, with installation box for 1 fan

31570-21

Truma S 5004 for 2 fans
30 mbar, with special installation box for 2 fans

30480-01

Cover S 5004 Cl, titanium grey
(only in combination with Truma S 5004)
with illuminated, chrome-plated gas control panel,
with proximity sensor, chrome application, front cover

30480-02

Cover S 5004 CI, pearl grey
(only in combination with Truma S 5004)
with illuminated, chrome-plated gas control panel,
with proximity sensor, chrome application, front cover

Figure: Heater
with cover
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If the customer wants to buy a new Truma S heater ...

HEATING SYSTEMS

Product overview: Truma S 5004
Liquid gas heaters
Product

Part no.

Description

30430-01

Cover S 5004, titanium grey
(only in combination with Truma S 5004)
Gas control panel, front cover, top cover

30430-02

Cover S 5004, pearl grey
(only in combination with Truma S 5004)
Gas control panel, front cover, top cover

30490-01

Flame effect cover, titanium grey
(only in combination with Truma S 5004)
with illuminated, chrome-plated gas control panel, proximity
sensor, chrome application, front cover, remote control, including 12 V connector cable, flame effect can be adjusted to suit
the mood:
– Flame effect settings are freely selectable
– 3 flame scenarios
– Flame frequency and brightness of the flames
– Different flame sounds
– Flame effect volume

Covers for retrofitting / replacement, see page 35 onwards. Accessories for supply air and exhaust gas
system, see page 39 onwards.
The warm air distribution is individually configured. The fans are on page 38 (mounting directly on the installation box). The Comfort kit also allows mounting on the floor or on the wall, see page 37.
Note: From page 54 you will find further warm air distribution accessories for all Truma heating systems.
Technical details
374

217

122*
120

Rated heat output

6000 W (propane / butane)

Gas consumption

60–480 g/h (propane / butane)

Weight

17.5 kg

Product ID number

CE-0085CM0288

501

550

568

533*
530

102**

All dimensions in mm
** Dimensions with decorative chrome strip
*** Additional space required for Ultraheat (optional)

30090-38100

Connector cable CI
for using the flame effect cover
(part no. 30490-01) with the fan TN-3

heating | cooling | controlling
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If the customer wants to buy a new Truma S heater ...

Product overview: Truma S 3004
Liquid gas heater
Liquid gas heaters, for use in caravans and motor homes.
Operation is permitted only with an original Truma cover!
Attention: Cover not included. Please order as a separate item!
Product

Part no.

Description

31380-01

Truma S 3004
30 mbar, with auto ignitor, thermostat and
installation box (without cover)

31390-01

Truma S 3004 P
30 mbar, with piezo ignitor, thermostat and
installation box (without cover)

30110-01

Cover S 3004 CI, titanium grey
(only in combination with Truma S 3004)
with illuminated, chrome-plated gas control panel,
with proximity sensor, chrome application, front cover

30110-02

Cover S 3004 CI, pearl grey
(only in combination with Truma S 3004)
with illuminated, chrome-plated gas control panel,
with proximity sensor, chrome application, front cover

30420-01

Cover S 3004, titanium grey
(only in combination with Truma S 3004)
Gas control panel, front cover, top cover

30420-02

Cover S 3004, pearl grey
(only in combination with Truma S 3004)
Gas control panel, front cover, top cover

Figure: Heater
with cover

Covers for retrofitting or replacement, see page 35 onwards.
Accessories for supply air and exhaust gas system, see page 39 onwards.
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HEATING SYSTEMS

Truma S 5004 / S 3004
Liquid gas heater
The warm air distribution is individually configured. The fans are on page 38 (mounting directly on the
installation box). The Comfort kit also allows mounting on the floor or on the wall, see page 37.
Note: From page 54 you will find further warm air distribution accessories for all Truma heating systems.
Technical details
92*
90
281
122

480

528

545

503*
500

Rated heat output

3500 W

Gas consumption

30–280 g/h

Weight

10.3 kg

Product ID number

CE-0085CM0287

All dimensions in mm
** Dimensions with decorative chrome strip

102**

*** Additional space required for Ultraheat (optional)

Accessories for Truma S 5004 / S 3004
Product

Part no.

Description

30090-94200

Retro cover S 5004 C, titanium grey
(for existing S 5004)
with chrome application

30090-94300

Retro cover S 5004 C, pearl grey
(for existing S 5004)
with chrome application

30090-95600

Retro cover S 3004 C, titanium grey
(for existing S 3004)
with chrome application

30090-95700

Retro cover S 3004 C, pearl grey
(for existing S 3004)
with chrome application

heating | cooling | controlling
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Truma S 5004 / S 3004
Accessories for Truma S 5004 / S 3004
Lighting kit for retrofitting for Truma S 5004 or S 3004 with standard cover. The control panel lighting
is activated via a sensor as soon as it is approached and switches itself off automatically after 20 seconds
(replacement only for already integrated control panels).
Product

Part no.

Description

30470-01

Lighting kit 1
for Truma S 3004 / S 5004
Contents of kit 1: 1x illuminated, chrome-plated
gas control panel, 1x sensor board, 1x 12 V cable

30470-02

Lighting kit 2
for Truma S 3004 / S 5004
Contents of kit 2: 1x illuminated, chrome-plated gas control
panel, 1x illuminated, chrome-plated fan control panel, 1x sensor
board

30470-03

Lighting kit 3
for Truma S 5004
Contents of kit 3: 1x illuminated, chrome-plated gas control
panel, 2x illuminated, chrome-plated fan control panels,
1x sensor board

Accessory for Truma S 5004
30590-01

Retro flame effect cover
for existing Truma S 5004, with remote control, including 12 V
connector cable, flame effect can now be adjusted to suit the
mood:
– Flame effect settings are freely selectable
– 3 flame scenarios
– Flame frequency and brightness of the flames
– Different flame sounds
– Flame effect volume
Power consumption (12 V)

Ø 0.6 A (0.2–0.8 A)
Quiescent current < 1 mA

Weight

2.8 kg

Ultraheat additional electric heater
With room thermostat complete with control panel and 3 m of cable. Suitable for the heaters Truma S 5004 /
S 3004.
30403-02
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Ultraheat
Additional electric heater
Power consumption at operating
level

500 W: 2.2 A
1000 W: 4.5 A
2000 W: 8.5 A

Power supply

230 V ~ 50 Hz

Weight

2 kg

Truma S 5004 / S 3004
Product

Part no.

Description

34300-01

Extension cable for control panel, 5 m

HEATING SYSTEMS

Accessories for Ultraheat

Accessories for control panels, see page 58.
34201-01

Room temperature sensor FFC 2
complete with 4 m cable and adapter cable, monitors the room
temperature independently of the control panel's positioning

Comfort kit with Airmix
40622-01

Comfort kit AXK-2
complete with Airmix for all Truma and Trumavent fans from
construction year 05/96 except Multivent. Not for motor homes or
for heaters with an underfloor exhaust gas system.

40000-93100

Control panel cable 1.3 m
essential with a Truma TEB-3 fan with integrated control panel
from year of construction 05/12 in combination with the Comfort
kit AXK-2.
For Truma S 5004 / S 3004

Accessories for Truma S 5004 / S 3004
30090-98200

Remote ignition indicator
for retrofitting in the cover of the Truma S 5004 / S 3004 heaters

30580-01

Automatic ignitor retrofit kit
for the Truma S 3004 P heater,
without remote ignition indicator

30090-71000

Cover kit S 5004
for installing the new Truma S 5004 in an existing
furniture cut-out of the previous model Trumatic S 5002.
Wall and floor cover, including screws

30090-98700

Adapter plate TEB / TN
for installing new fans on old S heaters and old fans on new
S heaters
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Truma S 5004 / S 3004
Fans for Truma S 5004 / S 3004
Product

Part no.

Description

Fan TEB-3, 12 V, with automatic speed control, connection for fan duct
ÜR Ø 65 mm or VR Ø 72 mm
41240-01

Fan TEB-3, integrated control panel
with booster for installing in the heater cover for Truma S 5004 or
S 3004

41240-11

Fan TEB-3, integrated control panel CI
chrome-plated and illuminated, with booster for installing in the
heater cover for Truma S 5004 or S 3004

41241-02

Fan TEB-3, external control panel
for Truma S 5004 or S 3004, cable 1.5 m

Fan TEN-3, 12 V, with transformer 230 V / 12 V
and automatic speed control, connection of the fan duct ÜR Ø 65 mm or
VR Ø 72 mm
41260-01

Fan TEN-3, integrated control panel
with booster for installing in the heater cover for Truma S 5004
or S 3004

41260-11

Fan TEN-3, internal control panel CI
chrome-plated and illuminated, with booster for installing in the
heater cover for Truma S 5004 or S 3004

41261-02

Fan TEN-3, external control panel
for Truma S 5004 or S 3004, cable 1.5 m

Fan TN-3, 230 V, connection for fan duct ÜR Ø 65 mm or VR Ø 72 mm
41251-01

Fan TN-3, 230 V, external control panel
for Truma S 5004 or S 3004, cable 1.5 m

TEB-3* (12 V)

TN-3** (230 V)

Power consumption

Ø 0.7 A (0.2–1.2 A)

Ø 0.3 A (0.2–0.5 A)

Air flow rate (free-blowing without warm
air duct)

149 m³/h

170 m³/h

ÜR Ø 65 mm

104 m³/h

137 m³/h

VR Ø 72 mm

122 m³/h

154 m³/h

1.1 kg

1.7 kg

Air flow rate
(2 x 3 m warm air duct uninsulated)

Weight
** up to 20% more powerful compared to TEB-2 in long, insulated warm air systems
*** up to 5% more powerful compared to TN-2 in long, insulated warm air systems

Note: Multivent fan TBM is on page 44, accessories for external control panels are on page 58
40000-39900
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Transformer SPU
230 V / 12 V, for connecting the Truma fans TEB-3 and TEB-2 to
230 V
Input 230 V, 50 Hz, 30 W
Output 12 V, max. 1.5 A

Accessories: Truma S / Trumatic S
Product

Part no.

Description

30030-04800

Air intake extension 500 mm
complete with 50 cm air intake duct. For difficult installation
situations, e.g. mounting on a floor base or
in vehicles with a double floor.
For the S heaters Truma S 5004 / S 3004 and Trumatic S 5002
and S 3002.
Two are required for S 5004 / S 5002!

30350-00

Roof cowl kit S 5002 / S 5004
consisting of cowl AKL 5, Ø 70 mm, 2.5 m
exhaust duct, 2 m insulating duct and 3 clamps for the
heaters Truma S 5004 and Trumatic S 5002

30160-00

Exhaust duct AE 5, Ø 65 mm
(per metre), for the heaters Truma S 5004
and Trumatic S 5002

40250-00

Duct ÜR 5, Ø 75 mm
(per metre), insulating duct for the heaters
Truma S 5004 and Trumatic S 5002

40261-01

Clamp ÜS 5, grey, Ø 72 - 75 mm
for securing the insulating duct ÜR 5 on
the vehicle wall for the heaters
Truma S 5004 and Trumatic S 5002

30330-00

Roof cowl kit S 3002/3004
consisting of cowl AK 3, Ø 60 mm, 2.5 m
exhaust duct, 2 m insulating duct and 3 clamps for the
heaters Truma S 3004 and Trumatic S 3002

30140-00

Exhaust duct AE 3, Ø 55 mm
(per metre) for the heaters Truma S 3004 (P),
Trumatic S 3002 (P) and Trumatic S 2200 (P)

40230-00

Duct ÜR, Ø 65 mm
(per metre), as insulating duct
for the heaters Truma S 3004 (P), Truma S 2200,
Trumatic S 3002 (P) and Trumatic S 2200 (P)

40241-01

Clamp ÜS, grey, Ø 65 mm
for securing the duct ÜR
on the vehicle wall
for the heaters Truma S 3004, Truma S 2200, Trumatic S 3002
and Trumatic S 2200

30620-00

Exhaust duct support
ensures that the exhaust duct is laid with an upslope in difficult
installation conditions
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Supply air / exhaust gas system
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Accessories: Truma S / Trumatic S
Exhaust gas system Truma S / Trumatic S
Product

Part no.

Description

30610-00

Cowl extension SKD
45 cm, with cowl roof KD. For the caravan
with special fittings and for locations
with extreme wind conditions

30010-20900

Cowl roof KD

30690-00

Cowl extension SKV
45 cm

30010-20800

Cowl extension AKV
15 cm

30630-04

Cowl lead-through UEK
for caravan protective roofs

Cowl top for operating the heater while driving
(not for the heater Truma S 55 T)
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30700-03

Cowl top T-3
essential for motor homes

30700-02

Cowl top T-2

30630-01

Roof cowl AK 3, Ø 60 mm
for the heaters Truma S 3004 (P),
Trumatic S 2200 and Trumatic S 3002 (P)

30630-03

Roof cowl AKL, Ø 60 mm
Special version for roof thicknesses over 5 cm to 12 cm, for the
heaters Truma S 3004 (P),
Truma S 2200 (P), Trumatic S 2200 and
Trumatic S 3002 (P)

30651-01

Roof cowl AKL 5, Ø 70 mm
for the heaters Truma S 5004,
Trumatic S 5002, for roof thicknesses up to 12 cm

30630-02

Roof cowl AKR
for extractor fan, with rain guard

HEATING SYSTEMS

Space for your notes
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Accessories: Trumatic S
Ultraheat additional electric heater
With room thermostat complete with control panel and 3 m of cable. Suitable for the heaters
Trumatic S 3002 (P) from year of construction 07/81 and Trumatic S 5002 from year of construction
04/98 (with semicircular cover design). Mounted between installation box and heat exchanger. Not for
Trumatic S 3002 K, S 5002 K and S 5002 up to year of construction 04/98.
Product

Part no.

Description

30403-02

Ultraheat
Additional electric heater
(not suitable for the heater Truma S 55 T)
Power consumption at operating level

500 W: 2.2 A
1000 W: 4.5 A
2000 W: 8.5 A

Power supply

230 V ~ 50 Hz

Weight

2 kg

Accessories for Ultraheat
34300-01

Extension cable for control panel, 5 m

Accessories for control panels, see page 58.
34201-01

Room temperature sensor FFC 2
complete with 4 m cable and adapter cable, monitors the room
temperature independently of the control panel's positioning

Comfort kit with Airmix
40622-01

Comfort kit AXK-2
complete with Airmix for all Truma and Trumavent fans from
construction year 05/96 except Multivent. Not for motor homes or
for heaters with underfloor exhaust gas system.

40000-39900

Transformer SPU
230 V / 12 V, for connecting the Truma fans TEB-3 and TEB-2 to
230 V
Input 230 V, 50 Hz, 30 W
Output 12 V, max. 1.5 A

Installation Trumatic S
30090-98200
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Remote ignition indicator
for retrofitting in the cover of the heaters Trumatic S 3002 or
Trumatic S 5002
(only for the appliances from year of construction 08/99 or
with new auto ignitor – with a battery)

HEATING SYSTEMS

Product overview: Truma S 2200 / S 2200 P
Liquid gas heaters
For use in caravans.
Product

Part no.

Description

Operating button on the right and exhaust duct connection on the left
(without cowl kit)
31110-10

Truma S 2200, titanium grey, right
30 mbar, with auto ignitor

31130-10

Truma S 2200 P, titanium grey, right
30 mbar, with piezo ignitor

Operating button on the left and exhaust duct connection on the right
(without cowl kit)
31110-11

Truma S 2200, titanium grey, left
30 mbar, with auto ignitor

31130-11

Truma S 2200 P, titanium grey, left
30 mbar, with piezo ignitor

Technical details

Rated heat output
Gas consumption
Weight
Product ID number

1850 W
50–170 g/h
6.7 kg
CE-0085AP0324

Installation variation
Duct length of cowl
Minimum height of exhaust shaft

1
40 to 75 cm
33 cm

2
75 to 120 cm
66 cm
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Accessories: Truma S 2200
Installation Truma S 2200
Product

Part no.

Description

Rear wall with heat conducting plate for Truma S 2200
(for free-standing installation)
30190-02

Rear wall RWS, titanium grey
for installation with operating button on the right and
exhaust duct connection on the left

30190-03

Rear wall RWSL, titanium grey
for installation with operating button on the left and
exhaust duct connection on the right

30170-03

Installation box S 2200, titanium grey
for S 2200, exhaust duct connection on the right or left
(for integrated installation in the wardrobe)

40670-00

Air intake nozzle DM
for Multivent connection on
heater rear wall or installation box
(suitable for duct ÜR, Ø 65 mm)

Multivent fan TBM
For warm air distribution at the heater Truma S 2200, for increasing the air throughput in existing warm air
systems as well as an extractor fan in the kitchen or WC, in conjunction with the air intake nozzle DM.
41142-01

Multivent fan TBM, 12 V
Universal fan
Dimensions in mm

150 x 130 x 124 mm (L x W x H)

Air flow rate

At half setting
At full setting

29 m³/h
60 m³/h

Power consumption

At half setting
At full setting

0.23 A
0.5 A

Accessories for control panels, see page 58.
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Accessories: Truma S 2200
Product

Part no.

Description

30321-01

Wall cowl kit S 2200
Installation variation 1
(for duct lengths of up to 50 cm complete with 1 m exhaust
duct AE 3, 0.5 m duct ÜR and cowl cover)

30261-01

Wall cowl AKW 2
for the heater Truma S 2200
(without cover and without ducts)

70122-01

Cowl cover KBS 3, pure white
for wall cowl AKW 2

30320-03

Roof cowl kit S 2200
(cowl AK 3, 2.5 m exhaust duct, 2 m insulating duct,
3 clamps and air intake connections)

30290-00

Roof cowl kit AKD
for the heater Truma S 2200
(exhaust cowl AK 3 and air intake duct, without ducts)

30280-00

Double duct support
for exhaust and supply air ducting through the side wall,
mandatory for duct lengths of 75 cm and 120 cm!

HEATING SYSTEMS

Exhaust gas system Truma S 2200

Individual cowl parts and cowl accessories from page 39.
The warm air distribution is individually configured. The TEB-3 and TN-3 fans
(mounting directly on the installation box) and the Multivent fan are suitable.
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Installation overview: VarioHeat
Graphic representation

1. VarioHeat
2. Control panel CP plus VarioHeat
3. Remote sensor FF 2
4. Multiple box MSD
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5. Wall cowl
6. Warm air duct VR 80
7. Y-piece 80
8. Swivel air outlet SCW

Product overview: VarioHeat
Product

Part no.

Description

37400-01

Truma VarioHeat eco CP plus
Cable length 6 m, room temperature sensor, mounting bracket
and accessories for electrical connection

37500-01

Truma VarioHeat comfort CP plus
Cable length 6 m, room temperature sensor, mounting bracket
and accessories for electrical connection

HEATING SYSTEMS

Liquid gas heater

Technical details
Dimensions

Minimum installation space

10

10

380

Dimensions and
minimum installation dimensions in mm

Technical data

Truma VarioHeat
eco

Truma VarioHeat
comfort

Rated heat output

Level 1
Level 2

1300 W
2800 W

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

1300 W
2800 W
3700 W

Air flow rate

Level 1
Level 2

75 m³/h
155 m³/h

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

75 m³/h
155 m³/h
210 m³/h

Gas consumption (propane / butane)

Level 1
Level 2

100 g/h

220 g/h

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

220 g/h
290 g/h

Level 1
Level 2

0.65 A
2.75 A

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

0.65 A
2.75 A
5.4 A

Power consumption (12 V)

100 g/h

Quiescent current of heater
with Truma CP plus VarioHeat (CI Bus)
with Truma CP classic VarioHeat

0.004 A
0.001 A

Weight
Heater without periphery

5.1 kg
heating | cooling | controlling
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Accessories: VarioHeat, Trumatic E 2400
Exhaust gas system: VarioHeat, Trumatic E 2400
Product

Part no.

Description

Wall cowl kit EW 24 (without cover), complete with 1 m exhaust duct,
1 m air supply duct and clamps, for vehicle wall thicknesses up to 20 mm
39371-01

Wall cowl kit EW 24, cream

39371-03

Wall cowl kit EW 24, black

39371-04

Wall cowl kit EW 24, bianco

Wall cowl kit 64 L (without cover), complete with 1 m exhaust duct,
1 m air supply duct and clamps, for vehicle wall thicknesses up to 40 mm
39371-21

Wall cowl kit 64 L, cream

39371-23

Wall cowl kit 64 L, black

39371-24

Wall cowl kit 64 L, bianco

Cowl cover KKW-2 for wall cowls from year of construction 03/2001
39141-00

Cowl cover KKW-2, cream

Wall cowl WK 24 (without cover and ducts), complete with seal and 1 clamp
for vehicle wall thicknesses up to 20 mm
39381-01

Wall cowl WK 24, cream

39381-03

Wall cowl WK 24, black

39381-06

Wall cowl WK 24, bianco

Wall cowl 64 L (without cover and ducts), complete with seal and 1 clamp
for vehicle wall thicknesses up to 40 mm
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39381-21

Wall cowl 64 L, cream

39381-23

Wall cowl 64 L, black

39381-24

Wall cowl 64 L, bianco

39420-00

Exhaust duct AA 24, Ø 33 mm
(per metre)

39440-00

Air supply duct ZR 24, Ø 64 mm
(per metre)

40241-01

Clamp ÜS, grey, Ø 65 mm

Accessories: VarioHeat, Trumatic E
Product

Part no.

Description

39450-00

Duct VR 80, Ø 80 mm
Ø 80 mm outside, Ø 76 mm inside
(per metre)

39590-00

Clamp ZRS, Ø 80 mm

39490-00

Elbow BG 80, black
for ducts Ø 80 mm

39610-00

Y-piece 80, black
Input Ø 80 mm,
Output 2x Ø 65 / 72 mm

39540-00

T-piece 80, black
Input Ø 80 mm,
Output 2x Ø 65 / 72 mm

39500-01

Air distributor LR 80, black
Input Ø 80 mm,
Output 1x Ø 65 / 72 mm
and 1x Ø 49 mm

HEATING SYSTEMS

Warm air distribution: VarioHeat, Trumatic E 2400

The warm air distribution is individually configured for each vehicle model. From page 54 you will find further
warm air distribution accessories for all Truma heating systems.
General accessory for VarioHeat, Trumatic E
34030-34700

Window switch
universal for all common caravan hinged windows
30 cm

30
cm

Note: The window switch is required if the
cowl has been installed under a window that
can be opened or up to 30 cm away from it
(see sketch). Conforms to EN 1949.

General accessory for Trumatic E
39050-00800

Automatic shut-off device Trumatic E
In addition to the window switch, an automatic shut-off device is
required for the Trumatic E heater.
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Accessories: Trumatic E 4000 / E 4000 A
Installation Trumatic E 4000 / E 4000 A
Product

Part no.

Description

39010-76900

Exterior socket, black
Ø 106 mm

Exhaust gas system Trumatic E 4000 / E 4000 A
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39690-00

Roof cowl kit ED
complete with 2 m exhaust duct, 2 m air supply duct,
condensation trap and clamps

39600-01

Roof cowl AD
complete with cover (without ducts)

39670-00

Condensation trap KWA

39320-00

Exhaust duct AA 3, Ø 55 mm
(per metre)

39580-00

Air supply duct ZR 80, Ø 80 mm
(per metre)

39590-00

Clamp ZRS, Ø 80 mm

Accessories: Trumatic E 4000 / E 4000 A
Product

Part no.

HEATING SYSTEMS

Exhaust gas system Trumatic E 4000 / E 4000 A
Description

Wall cowl kit CW complete with 1 m exhaust duct, 1 m air supply duct and clamps
(without cover)
36230-01

Wall cowl kit CW, cream

36230-05

Wall cowl kit CW, bianco

36230-07

Wall cowl kit CW, dusty grey

36230-08

Wall cowl kit CW, light grey

36230-09

Wall cowl kit CW, black

36230-10

Wall cowl kit CW, anthracite

Wall cowl WKC complete (without cover and ducts)
36130-01

Wall cowl WKC, cream

36130-05

Wall cowl WKC, bianco

36130-07

Wall cowl WKC, dusty grey

36130-08

Wall cowl WKC, light grey

36130-09

Wall cowl WKC, black

36130-10

Wall cowl WKC, anthracite

36130-11

Wall Cowl WKC, basalt grey

Warm air distribution Trumatic E 4000 / E 4000 A
39550-00

Duct VR 72, Ø 72 mm
(per metre), for direct connection to the heater Trumatic E 4000

40261-01

Clamp ÜS 5, grey, Ø 72 - 75 mm

39570-00

Duct I 80, Ø 85 mm
(per metre), insulation duct for duct VR 72, e.g. as
contact protection for Trumatic E 4000

39590-00

Clamp ZRS, Ø 80 mm

The warm air distribution is individually configured for each vehicle model.
Note: From page 54 you will find further warm air distribution accessories for all Truma heating systems.
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Accessories: Trumatic E 2400
Installation Trumatic E 2400
Air duct system for the externally installed heater Trumatic E 2400
Product

Part no.

Description

39080-16900

Duct LF, Ø 76 mm, 0.6 m
Inner diameter 76 mm
(fixed length 60 cm)

39010-61800

Hose clamp, Ø 70 - 90 mm
(1)

39050-73400

Connector piece
(2) for ducts with inner diameter of 76 mm

39080-15900

Protective grille
(3)

39050-74000

Fastening bow
(4)

Exhaust gas system Trumatic E 2400
Wall cowl kit EW 24 (without cover), complete with 1 m exhaust duct,
1 m air supply duct and clamps
39371-01

Wall cowl kit EW 24, cream

39371-03

Wall cowl kit EW 24, black

39371-04

Wall cowl kit EW 24, bianco

Wall cowl kit EAW 24 (without cover) for externally installed heaters,
complete with 0.5 m exhaust and air supply duct, clamps and air duct system
39371-02

Wall cowl kit EAW 24, cream

Cowl cover KKW-2 for wall cowls from year of construction 03/2001
39141-00
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Cowl cover KKW-2, cream

Accessories: Trumatic E
Product

Part no.

Description

39890-00

Time switch ZUE 12 V / 24 V
complete with mounting frame and 4 m cable

39010-78300

Extension cable for ZUE, 4 m

HEATING SYSTEMS

General accessories for Trumatic E

Remote sensor complete with cable, for monitoring the room temperature,
independent of the position of the control panel
39010-77300

Remote sensor FF with cable 4 m

39010-77400

Remote sensor FF with cable 10 m

39050-41700

Remote sensor FF 2
for monitoring the room temperature,
independently of the position of the control panel
(not suitable for use in load compartments).
Please order cable as a separate item

34000-71900

Cable for remote sensor FF 2, 4 m

Extension cable for electrical accessories
39010-78300

Extension cable for ZUE, 4 m

39010-78400

Extension cable for ZUE, 10 m

39010-78200

Multiple box MSD
with 0.3 m connector cable for connecting
several accessory parts, e.g. time switch and
remote sensor
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Accessories for all Truma heating systems
General accessories for Truma heating systems
Product

Part no.

Description

Awning warmer for directing the warm air from the
caravan heater directly into the awning, consisting of:
warm air outlet with throttle, 1 m duct, Ø 65 mm, T-piece TS
and cord operated duct shut-off SP 2
40371-01
40371-02

Awning warmer, pure white
Awning warmer, ivory

Warm air distribution
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40230-00

Duct ÜR, Ø 65 mm
(per metre)

40241-01

Clamp ÜS, grey, Ø 65 mm

39550-00

Duct VR 72, Ø 72 mm
(per metre)

40261-01

Clamp ÜS 5, grey, Ø 72 - 75 mm

39450-00

Duct VR 80, Ø 80 mm
Ø 80 mm outside, Ø 76 mm inside
(per metre)

39590-00

Clamp ZRS, Ø 80 mm

40681-00

Duct IDR, Ø 75 mm, 2 m
Insulated air duct, fixed length 2 m

39170-00

Air supply duct ZR 18, Ø 49 mm
(per metre)

39190-00

Clamp ZRS 18, Ø 49 mm

40210-00

Duct AZR, Ø 22 mm
Branch duct (per metre)

40220-00

Clamp AZS, Ø 22 mm

Accessories for all Truma heating systems
Product

Part no.

Description

40151-02

T-pipe LT, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm

40181-01

End outlet nut EM, agate grey

HEATING SYSTEMS

Warm air distribution

End outlet EN with air throttle, suitable for T-pipe LT, end outlet nut EM and
ducts Ø 65 mm
40171-01

End outlet EN, agate grey

40171-02

End outlet EN, beige

40171-03

End outlet EN, brown

40171-04

End outlet EN, grey

40171-05

End outlet EN, black

40171-06

End outlet EN, white

40171-09

End outlet EN, olive brown

40171-08

End outlet EN, silver

End outlet EN-O without air throttle, for lamellar insert LA
40171-07

End outlet EN-O, agate grey

40171-29

End outlet EN-O, olive brown

40171-25

End outlet EN-L, black
for rounded furniture parts and thicker
walls up to max. 43 mm

40101-01

Cover BL 22, agate grey
with air vent Ø 22 mm, can be used to greatly
reduce the air flow volume

40101-02

Cover BL 30, agate grey
with air vent Ø 30 mm, can be used to slightly
reduce the air flow volume

Lamellar insert LA for attaching onto the end outlet EN-O,
air flow direction adjustable by rotating
40721-01

Lamellar insert LA, agate grey

40721-02

Lamellar insert LA, beige

40721-03

Lamellar insert LA, brown

40721-04

Lamellar insert LA, grey

40721-05

Lamellar insert LA, black

40721-09

Lamellar insert LA, olive brown
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Accessories for all Truma heating systems
Warm air distribution
Product

Part no.

Description

Swivel air outlet SCW 2 as a non-closable air outlet on Trumatic E,
Trumatic C and Combi (D) for ducts Ø 80 mm, Ø 72 mm or Ø 65 mm
39971-01

Swivel air outlet SCW 2, black

39971-02

Swivel air outlet SCW 2, beige

39971-03

Swivel air outlet SCW 2, basalt grey

40151-01

T-piece TS, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm

34020-24000

Clips 4 pcs.
for T-piece TS, T-pipe LT, insulating elbow BGI and Combi for
improved holding of various air ducts

40701-01

Wall outlet vent WL, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm

40191-01

Y-piece, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm

39010-76400

Elbow BG, black
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm

40730-01

Insulating elbow, black
for ducts Ø 65 mm
Insulated elbow for leading air beneath the floor and back again
(2 of these are required)

Cord operated duct shut-off for centrally shutting off an air conduction for
ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm
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40121-01

Cord operated duct shut-off SP, agate grey

40121-02

Cord operated duct shut-off SP 2, agate grey
with a Bowden cable and a slide control
for mounting on a cupboard wall

40161-01

Straight coupling, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm

Accessories for all Truma heating systems
Product

Part no.

Description

40131-01

Branch T AT, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm, branch
Ø 22 mm with end grommet for duct, e.g. for
refrigerator ventilation in the summer

40391-01

Duct cover RD, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm

40353-01

Blank cover VD, agate grey
for capping shaped parts

39010-81300

Reducer RZ, black
for ducts Ø 72 mm on Ø 49 mm

40381-01

Reducer RZ35, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 mm or Ø 72 mm
on an Isotherm duct Ø 35 mm

40660-00

Air intake nozzle DT
Ø 80 mm, for fan connection in special cases

40301-01

Branch AB35, agate grey
for Isotherm system for ducts Ø 65 mm,
branch Ø 35 mm

40320-00

Duct IR, Ø 35 mm, with holes
Isotherm duct (per metre)

40320-01

Duct IR, Ø 35 mm, without holes
Isotherm duct (per metre)

40331-01

Clamp IS, grey, Ø 35 mm
for duct IR Ø 35 mm

40311-01

Corner air outlet, agate grey
for Isotherm duct Ø 35 mm
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Accessories
Control panels
Product
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Part no.

Description

34030-39300

Surface-mounted frame CP plus, black

34030-35600

Cover CP plus, black

40000-06400

Surface-mounted frame, black
for standard control panels

34000-67700

Cover frame, black
for standard control panels

34000-97000

Cover double frame, black
for standard control panels

34000-72800

Large cover frame, black
for time switches

39010-86700

Mounting frame, black
for time switches, incl. screws

34000-65900

Line-up clip
for connecting two cover frames

34000-66800

Side part, black
to improve the appearance of the cover frames,
(2 required)

HEATING SYSTEMS

Space for your notes
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Truma Therme

Truma Boiler electric

Efficient water heating
The existing warmth from the heater in your caravan
can be used to heat water: all thanks to the Truma
Therme. The appliance is integrated into the warm air
system near the heater and heats the water.

Extra-large capacity
With the Boiler electric, your customers will always
have hot water in their caravan or motor home. The
Boiler heats water rapidly. It is also so well insulated
that it hardly loses any heat, even after several hours.

• Space-saving: Compact, lightweight design.
• Sophisticated design: Electric heating element to
heat water rapidly – even if no heater is in operation.
• Premium quality: Due to the use of first-class
materials, the quality of the caravan’s drinking water
is unaffected.

• Convenient: Always sufficient hot water thanks to
the large capacity.
• Economical: Very low energy consumption during
heating.
• Quiet: Especially quiet in operation.

Technical data
• Capacity: 5 L
• Heating time in electric mode from 15 °C to 60 °C:
50 min.
• Water temperature: up to 65 °C
• Output of electric heating element: 300 W (230 V)
• Power consumption 230 V: 1.3 A
• Dimensions: 370 x 220 x 230 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 2 kg
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Technical data
• Capacity: 14 L
• Heating time from 15 °C to 70 °C: 70 min.
• Output of heating element: 850 W (230 V)
• Heat loss of just 1 °C per hour
• Power consumption 230 V: 3.7 A
• Dimensions: 405 x 405 x 295 mm (L x W x H),
space for installation: Ø: 450 mm / H: 295 mm
• Weight: 3 kg

Truma FrostControl kit

Hot water without electricity
An efficient gas burner heats the water in the Boiler
gas. Your customers can shower and wash dishes and
their hands without being dependent on a power grid.
And if time is of the essence, they can use the Boiler
gas/electric. An electric heating element with two
power settings reduces the time needed to heat water.

Drain valve for the boiler
The boiler must be protected from frost damage. The
FrostControl drain valve automatically empties the
boiler if there is a risk of frost (approx. 3 °C) or
overpressure. The water flows outdoors through a
discharge nozzle. You can close the valve manually
and refill the boiler only when the ambient temperature
reaches approx. 7 °C.

• Efficient: Gas burner heats the water within just a
few minutes.
• Compact: Ideal for space-saving installation inside
your vehicle.
• Durable: Corrosion-proof stainless steel tank.

• Automatic: If there is a risk of frost or overpressure,
the currentless drain valve opens automatically to
empty the boiler.
• Manual: The valve can also be opened manually.
• Versatile: Suitable for all Truma Boilers.

Technical data
• Capacity: 10 L
• Heating time in mixed mode from 15 °C to 70 °C:
16 min.
• Output of gas burner: 1500 W
• Boiler gas/electric: electric heating element
(850/1300 W)
• Power consumption:
12 V: 0.12 A
230 V: 3.7 A (850 W), 5.7 A (1300 W)
• Dimensions: 360 x 347 x 261 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 6.9 kg (gas) / 7.4 kg (gas/electric)

Technical data
• Pump pressure: max. 2.8 bar
• Drainage pressure: max. 4.5 bar
• Closing temperature: above approx. 7 °C
(ambient temperature)
• Opening temperature: below approx. 3 °C
(ambient temperature)
• Operating temperature: - 30 °C to + 80 °C
• Available in two designs:
– with connections for flexible hoses Ø 10 mm
– with connections for rigid piping Ø 12 mm
(John Guest system)
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WATER SYSTEMS

Truma Boiler gas, Boiler gas/electric
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Installation overview: Truma Therme
Graphic representation
Here you can see an example of how Truma water comfort products are installed, and the recommended
accessories.

1. Truma Therme
2. Aeration valve
3. Drain valve
4. Water hose, suitable for drinking water
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5. Hose guide
6. Hose clip SC
7. Warm air duct ÜR 65
8. Wall outlet vent WL, agate grey

Installation overview: Truma Boiler / Boiler electric
WATER SYSTEMS

Graphic representation
Technical details, part numbers and prices, as well as the complete range of accessories for our products can
be found on the following pages.

Farbtabelle
Gasversorgung

Wasserkomfort

Klimasysteme

Lufttechnik

Heizsysteme

Rangiersysteme

Stromversorgung

Frischluft

Kaltluft

Warmluft

Abluft

1. Truma Boiler gas (gas/electric)
2. Truma Boiler electric
(alternative instead of Boiler gas)
3. Control panel
4. FrostControl

5. Water hose, suitable for drinking water
6. Hose guide
7. Non-return valve
8. Hose clip SC
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Product overview: Truma Therme
Therme
Product

Part no.

Description

42014-01

Therme
complete with control panel, drain and aeration valve
(without mixing valve)
Heating time (electrical mode)
from approx. 15 °C to approx. 60 °C

Approx. 50 min.

Power supply

230 V ~ 50 Hz

Power consumption

1.3 A (300 W)

Temperature limiter

65 °C

Dimensions in cm

37 x 22 x 23 (L x W x H)

Water capacity

5 litres

Operating pressure

Max. 1.2 bar

Weight (empty)

2 kg

Accessories for control panels, see page 58.

Accessories
Valves
Product
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Part no.

Description

40020-00900

Drain valve double connection
with double connection

40020-00300

Mixing valve
for Truma Therme

70141-10

Drain valve TB 1.5 bar
essential when the Truma Therme is to be connected to the
central water supply (city connection)

Product overview: Truma Boiler electric
Product

Part no.

Description

71201-01

Boiler electric 14 l, TB
complete with control panel with 3 m cable
and drain valve for 14 litres,
with electric heating element 230 V, 850 W

WATER SYSTEMS

Boiler electric

Accessories for control panels, see page 58

Technical details

All dimensions in mm

Heating time from approx. 15 °C to
approx. 70 °C

Approx. 70 min.

Water capacity

14 litres

Water pressure

Max. 2.8 bar

Water connections

Pressure-resistant hot water hoses Ø 10 mm

Power consumption (230 V)

3.7 A

Weight (empty)

3 kg

Accessories
For Boiler electric
Drain valve ABO also required in some installation situations.
Product

Part no.

Description

70141-02

Drain valve Bo TB 2.8 bar
for flexible hoses Ø 10 mm

70142-05

Drain valve Bo JG 2.8 bar
with Ø 12 mm connection for rigid piping (John Guest system)

34020-00237

FrostControl kit TB
fir tree for flexible hoses Ø 10 mm

34020-00238

FrostControl kit JG
John Guest system
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Product overview: Truma Boiler gas
Truma Boiler gas, Boiler gas/electric
Product

Part no.

Description

Boiler with cowl cover KBS 3, control panel with 3 m cable, wall cowl and
drain valve.
73601-01

Boiler gas
10 litres, 30 mbar

73611-01

Boiler gas/electric
10 litres, 30 mbar, with electric heating element 230 V,
850/1300 W

Boiler gas

Boiler gas/electric

261

245

168

30

129

109

Technical details

Cowl

92
Cutout

109

Water
connections

360

168
Cutout

347

47

24

261

245

383

30

129

47

24

Accessories for control panels, see page 58. Accessories for water supply, see page 67. Window switch and
automatic shut-off device, if the exhaust cowl is installed under or next to a window, see pages 49 and 67.

Electronics

Gas connection

All dimensions in mm

383
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0.16 A

Heating up
Standby

0.12 A
0.05 A

92

Ignition

Power consumption
(230 V)
Weight (empty)
Product ID number

Boiler gas | gas/electric
CE-0085AP0038

6.9 kg | 7.4 kg

Heating time*
for 10 litres of water

Gas mode
Approx. 31 min.

Electrical mode
Approx. 29 min.

** From approx. 15 °C to
approx. 70 °C
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hot water hose, Ø 10 mm or Ø 12 mm for rigid piping

120 g/h
360

Water connection
Gas consumption
Power consumption
(12 V)

347
Pressure-resistant

3.7 A (850 W) or 5.7 A (1300 W)

Gas and electric
Approx. 16 min.

Accessories
Product

Part no.

Description

70000-53500

Extension cable control panel 5 m

70131-00

Cowl extension VBO 2
Length 50 mm
(required for wall thicknesses of more than 35 mm)

70122-01

Cowl cover KBS 3, pure white
for Truma Boiler from year of construction 07/2006

70020-00800

Automatic shut-off device Boiler
A window switch is also required for automatic switching off
of the appliance if the cowl has been installed under a window
that can be opened or up to 30 cm away from it (conforms to
EN 1949). See page 49.

70111-01

Water hose, blue, Ø 10 mm
drinking water compatible (per metre)

70000-27900

Hose clamp, Ø 12 - 22 mm

40712-01

Hose clip SC, agate grey
for frost-protected installation of up to two water hoses or pipes
(John Guest system) on the warm air distribution ducts (not on the
first 2 m of the warm air duct, measured from the heater)

70020-55800

Hose guide
for kink-free routing of flexible water hoses

70000-03300

Non-return valve TB
for flexible hoses Ø 10 mm
(additionally required for immersion pumps)

70020-03500

Non-return valve JG 12 mm
with Ø 12 mm connection for rigid piping (John Guest system)

WATER SYSTEMS

For Truma Boiler gas, Truma Boiler gas/electric

Water supply
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Safety and convenience
while driving
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Enjoy the safety and comfort of gas

GAS SUPPLY

Enjoy the safety and comfort of gas
For over 65 years, Truma has been developing cutting-edge products for the gas supply of caravans and motor
homes. Our gas pressure regulators are in the highest safety category and comply with all European standards
and regulations.
Safe heating while driving
The European Heating Appliances Directive states that
if you wish to operate your gas system while driving,
you will need a gas pressure regulator with a safety
shut-off facility. Truma supplies the right appliances to
meet this requirement.

Safe operation when stationary
If the gas system is only to be operated when
stationary, a one-cylinder or two-cylinder regulator
without a crash sensor is sufficient. It reliably reduces
the cylinder pressure to 30 mbar.

A crash sensor installed in the gas pressure regulation
system cuts off the gas supply immediately in the
event of an accident. It is triggered even at a low
impact speed of 15 to 20 km/h, with the result that
there is no unwanted escape of gas if there is damage
to the gas installation. After the sensor is triggered, it
can be easily reset via a reset button.

• Reliable: Even with additional components, the pressure remains constant.
• Convenient: Can be retrofitted in no time at all, easy to operate.
• Compatible: Can be extended with a wide range of Truma accessories.

www.truma.com/gas-supply
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Safe heating while driving

Truma MonoControl CS

Truma DuoControl CS

Gas regulator with crash sensor for
one cylinder
The safety gas pressure regulator with crash sensor for
one gas cylinder cuts off the gas supply immediately in
the event of an accident. This prevents gas escaping in
the event of damage to the gas installation.

Gas regulator with crash sensor for
two cylinders
The DuoControl CS combines several functions. Its
integrated crash sensor makes it possible for gas
appliances to be operated safely even while driving. In
addition, the system automatically switches over to the
second gas cylinder once the operating cylinder is
empty.

• Convenient: The crash sensor is easy to reset.
• Versatile: Vertical or horizontal variations, integrated test connection.
• Retrofittable: Upgrade to the two-cylinder system
with the Truma DuoComfort changeover valve.
• Versatile: Also available for gas tanks.
Technical data
• Gas type: propane/butane
• Regulator capacity: max. 1.5 kg/h
• Regulator inlet: male thread M20 x 1.5 (G. 13)
• Regulator outlet: olive screw connection
10 or 8 mm (H. 9)
• Crash sensor triggering value: 3.5 g +/- 0.5 g
• Dimensions: 203 x 95 x 90 mm (H x W x D)
• Weight: 840 g

• Convenient: See the operating status of the gas
cylinders (empty/full) on the visual display.
• Retrofittable: Remote display combined with the
Truma EisEx regulator heater. This ensures that the
gas system works reliably in winter, and the cylinder
status can be conveniently checked from inside the
vehicle.
Technical data
• Gas type: propane/butane
• Regulator capacity: max. 1.5 kg/h
• Regulator inlet: male thread M20 x 1.5 (G. 13)
• Regulator outlet: olive screw connection
10 or 8 mm (H. 9)
• Crash sensor triggering value: 3.5 g +/- 0.5 g
• Dimensions: 228 x 96 x 131 mm (H x W x D)
• Weight: 1220 g

Truma gas pressure regulators fulfil the strictest standards, but they can still be damaged by aerosols
from contaminated gas cylinders. Truma therefore recommends always using the Truma gas filter for
MonoControl CS, DuoControl CS, DuoComfort and DuoControl. More information about the gas filter
can be found on pages 77 and 90.
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Safe heating while driving

Convert to a two-cylinder system
The DuoComfort is a simple way of converting an
existing one-cylinder gas system into a two-cylinder
system. The regulator is the perfect complement to the
MonoControl CS or the related GOK gas pressure regulator EN61-DS. As soon as the DuoComfort is installed,
the operating cylinder can be conveniently selected via
the control knob. When the operating cylinder is empty, the valve automatically switches over to the second
gas cylinder.

• Convenient: See the operating status of the gas
cylinders (empty/full) on the visual display.
• Versatile: Can also be used in commercial vehicles.
• Retrofittable: Remote display combined with the
Truma EisEx regulator heater. This ensures that the
gas system works reliably in winter, and the cylinder
status can be conveniently checked from inside the
vehicle.

Truma high-pressure hoses with
hose rupture protection (HRP)

GAS SUPPLY

Truma DuoComfort

For safe gas operation
For maximum safety both while driving and while
stationary, Truma supplies high-pressure hoses with
hose rupture protection. They meet all statutory
requirements for operating the gas cylinder while
driving, but are also suitable for stationary operation. If
the hose is damaged, the hose rupture protection trips
and stops the flow of gas.

• Variable: Six different types are available –
for reliable use throughout Europe.
• Versatile: Hoses are available in the lengths 450 and
750 mm (with pull-out devices).

Technical data
• Gas type: propane/butane
• Valve inlet: male thread M20 x 1.5 (G. 13)
• Valve outlet: union nut M20 x 1.5 (H. 20)
• Dimensions: 108 x 96 x 105 mm (H x W x D)
• Weight: 650 g
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Safe operation when stationary

Truma DuoControl

Truma caravan regulator

Gas regulator for two cylinders
The DuoControl regulates the gas pressure and
automatically switches over to the second cylinder.
This makes it ideal for gas systems in long periods of
stationary operation and ensures a permanent gas
supply to the appliances.

For universal use
This 30 mbar regulator is suitable for use in caravans,
motor homes and commercial vehicles, and is easy to
install. The combination connection allows 3 to 33 kg
gas cylinders to be connected. Integrated as standard,
the pressure gauge reliably shows the cylinder
pressure and informs about the type of gas inside the
cylinder. At the same time, the pressure gauge can be
used to perform a simplified leak test.

• Convenient: See the operating status of the gas
cylinders (empty/full) on the visual display.
• Versatile: Can be installed vertically or horizontally,
integrated test connection.
• Retrofittable: Remote display combined with the
Truma EisEx regulator heater. This ensures that the
gas system works reliably in winter, and the cylinder
status can be conveniently checked from inside the
vehicle.

Truma pre-pressure regulator
VDR 50/30

Technical data
• Gas type: propane/butane
• Regulator capacity: max. 1.5 kg/h
• Regulator inlet: male thread M20 x 1.5 (G. 13)
• Regulator outlet: olive screw connection
10 or 8 mm (H. 9)
• Dimensions: 133 x 104 x 154 mm (H x W x D)
• Weight: 950 g
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Operating new appliances on older systems
This regulator enables your customers to also use the
latest generation of 30 mbar appliances in older vehicles
with a 50 mbar gas system. For this, the VDR 50/30
is installed in the gas line between the shut-off valve
and the 30 mbar appliance. One pre-pressure regulator
is required for each appliance. It is approved for all
standard LP gas appliances in caravans.

GAS SUPPLY
heating | cooling | controlling
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Accessories

GAS SUPPLY

Truma gas filter
Protects the gas system from oiling
The Truma gas filter effectively protects the gas system
from contamination in gas cylinders. Oily particles are
carried along with the gas flow as aerosols, depositing
themselves in the regulators and blocking them. The
Truma gas filter reliably separates out these oily
particles, thereby ensuring the gas system and all
gas-operated appliances will have a long service life.
Please inform your customers that Truma does not
give a guarantee for defective regulators that have
been used without a filter.

• Effective: Separates out up to 99% of the
oily particles.
• User-friendly: Change the filter cartridge quickly
and easily – inspect the filter cartridge every time
the cylinder is changed.
• Retrofittable: Suitable for all wall-mounted gas
pressure regulation systems and fillable tank gas
cylinders.
• Practical: Also available as a pack of two at a
special price.
Technical data
• Gas type: propane/butane
• Maximum operating pressure: 25 bar
• Filter inlet: male thread M20 x 1.5
• Filter outlet: union nut M20 x 1.5
• Dimensions: approx. 91 x 94 x 55 mm (H x W x D)
• Weight (incl. filter cartridge): 350 g
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Accessories

Truma remote indicator DuoC with
EisEx
Check the operating status of the gas
cylinders
The remote indicator DuoC enables your customers to
conveniently check from inside the vehicle which gas
cylinder is currently being used. The EisEx regulator
heater can also be activated so the gas pressure
regulation system doesn’t freeze up – even at low
temperatures.

• Convenient: Check the status of the gas cylinders
inside the caravan or motor home.
• Dual function: See the operating status of the gas
cylinders (empty/full) and activate EisEx
• Retrofittable: Suitable for DuoComfort, DuoControl
and DuoControl CS.
Technical data
• Supply voltage: 12 V
• Power consumption, summer operating mode:
1.5 mA
• Power consumption, winter operating mode with
EisEx: 160 mA
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Truma gas remote switch
Shut off the gas supply with ease
The gas remote switch can be used to shut off the gas
supply at the touch of a button when it is not in use.
The switch is conveniently located inside the caravan
or motor home. This means that there is no need to
leave the vehicle in order to turn off the gas cylinder at
the cylinder case. The gas remote switch is a practical
addition to the one-cylinder and two-cylinder system.

Truma outdoor gas socket
Gas extraction outside the vehicle
An outdoor gas socket on the motor home or caravan
enables external gas appliances such as a barbecue,
cooker or lights to be conveniently connected. To
install the gas socket, you also need a gas pipe with
an 8 mm diameter, and to extract gas you need a gas
hose with a plug-in fitting.
The socket is suitable for gas appliances with an
operating pressure of 30 or 50 mbar.

Truma LevelCheck

Truma valves and connections

Shows the filling level of the gas cylinder
Your customers can use the LevelCheck to find out
within a few seconds how much gas is left in the gas
cylinder. Using ultrasound, the handy content indicator
shows whether there is gas within the measuring
range. The LevelCheck is placed horizontally onto the
cylinder. If the LED lights up green, this indicates that
gas is present. Otherwise, the LED lights up red.

Intelligent accessories
Truma valves and connections guarantee a safe and
fault-free operation of the gas system. They comply
with all important safety requirements and ensure the
connected gas appliances work perfectly and can be
shut off.

• Easy to handle: Light, robust measuring instrument
with LED display, ready for immediate use.
• Reliable: Provides highly accurate measurements
and displays the result in seconds.
• Practical: Integrated torch for checking the gas
content in darkness.
• Variable: Suitable for all steel and aluminium LPG
gas cylinders with diameters of 200 to 350 mm.

Truma accessories for gas pressure regulation
systems:
• Quick-acting valves: For shutting off gas lines.
• Manifold valves: For the central connection of
several gas appliances.
• Coupling valves: For connecting external
appliances (e.g. a gas barbecue).
• Safe connection and attachment: Without a
screw joint or T-pieces.

GAS SUPPLY

Accessories

Technical data
• Power supply: E-block 9 V
• Measurement in the temperature range of
-15 °C to +40 °C
• Dimensions: 138 x 35 x 30 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight (incl. battery): approx. 100 g
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Installation overview for the single-cylinder system
Graphic representation
Here you can see an example of how Truma gas supply products are installed, and the recommended
accessories.

1.
2.
3.
4.

MonoControl CS
Elbow union 90°
Gas filter
High-pressure hose with
hose rupture protection
5. EisEx
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Gas remote switch
Gas pipe
Manifold valve VK 4-10
Outdoor gas socket
LevelCheck

Installation overview for the two-cylinder system
GAS SUPPLY

Graphic representation
Technical details, part numbers and prices, as well as the complete range of accessories for our products
can be found on the following pages.

1.
2.
3.
4.

DuoControl CS
Remote indicator DuoC incl. EisEx
Gas filter
High-pressure hoses with
hose rupture protection

5.
6.
7.
8.

Gas remote switch
Gas pipe
Manifold valve VK 4-10
Outdoor gas socket
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HEATING WHILE DRIVING

Product overview: MonoControl CS
For single-cylinder gas systems
Safety gas pressure regulation system with integrated crash sensor (CS), triggering value 3.5
regulator inlet M 20 x 1.5 (G.5), regulator capacity 1.5 kg/h and integrated test connection.

± 0.5 ,

Note: The functionality of the integrated crash sensor is independent of the type of downstream gas line. The
problem-free installation of this new technology also makes it easier to retrofit in existing caravans and
motor homes. Please pay attention to the installation position!
Product

Part no.

Description

MonoControl CS vertical
for vertical mounting on a stable face of the gas cylinder box
Note: The MonoControl CS can be upgraded to a two-cylinder system by adding the
DuoComfort automatic changeover valve.
H: 203 mm x W: 95 mm x D: 90 mm / Weight: 840 g
52410-01

MonoControl CS vertical
30 mbar, 10 / 8 mm

MonoControl CS horizontal
for horizontal mounting on the top of the gas cylinder box
Note: The MonoControl CS can be upgraded to a two-cylinder system by adding the
DuoComfort automatic changeover valve.
H: 90 mm x W: 198 mm x D: 95 mm / Weight: 950 g
52420-01

MonoControl CS horizontal
30 mbar, 10 / 8 mm

Truma gas pressure regulators fulfil the strictest standards, but they can still be damaged by aerosols
from contaminated gas cylinders. Truma therefore recommends always using the Truma gas filter for
MonoControl CS, DuoControl CS, DuoComfort and DuoControl. More information about the gas filter can
be found on pages 77 and 90.
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For gas tanks with fittings arranged horizontally at a 90° angle

Product

Part no.

Description

52420-21

MonoControl CS gas tank 90°
30 mbar, 10 mm,
H: 99 mm x W: 87 mm x D: 208 mm
Weight: 950 g

GAS SUPPLY

For attaching directly on the gas tank extraction valve. Changeover valve for a common gas tank and gas
cylinder connection, see page 86.

For gas tanks with fittings arranged inclined at a 105° angle
For attaching directly on the gas tank extraction valve. Changeover valve for a common gas tank and gas
cylinder connection, see page 86.
52420-31

MonoControl CS gas tank 105°
30 mbar, 10 mm,
H: 99 mm x W: 87 mm x D: 208 mm
Weight: 950 g

Product overview: DuoControl CS
For two-cylinder gas systems
Safety gas pressure regulation system with integrated crash sensor (CS). With regulator inlet
M 20 x 1.5 (G.5), regulator capacity 1.5 kg/h and integrated test connection.
Note: The functionality of the integrated crash sensor is independent of the type of downstream gas line.
The problem-free installation of this new technology also makes it easier to retrofit in existing caravans
and motor homes. Please pay attention to the installation position!
Product

Part no.

Description

DuoControl CS vertical
for vertical mounting on a stable face of the gas cylinder box
H: 133 mm x W: 111 mm x D: 228 mm / Weight: 1220 g

51610-01

DuoControl CS vertical
30 mbar, 10/8 mm

DuoControl CS horizontal
for horizontal mounting on the top of the gas cylinder box
H: 133 mm x W: 111 mm x D: 231 mm / Weight: 950 g
51620-01

DuoControl CS horizontal
30 mbar, 10/8 mm

Truma gas pressure regulators fulfil the strictest standards, but they can still be damaged by aerosols
from contaminated gas cylinders. Truma therefore recommends always using the Truma gas filter for
MonoControl CS, DuoControl CS, DuoComfort and DuoControl. More information about the gas filter can
be found on pages 77 and 90.
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Product overview: DuoComfort
DuoComfort
Automatic changeover valve for adding to the MonoControl CS or SecuMotion single-cylinder systems, or
a wall-mounted gas pressure regulator type EN 61-DS made by GOK to upgrade to a two-cylinder system
(use with other gas pressure regulators is not permitted). In combination with a gas pressure regulator with
integrated safety device, the DuoComfort complies with all regulations for heating while driving.
Product

Part no.

Description

51500-01

DuoComfort
H: 108 mm x W: 96 mm x D: 105 mm
Weight: 650 g

Accessories
Convenience for gas pressure regulation systems
Product
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Part no.

Description

50211-01

Remote indicator DuoC kit, black
with integrated EisEx and 6 m cable harness, for
DuoComfort, DuoControl CS and DuoControl

50211-02

Remote indicator DuoC 1 conversion kit
for converting from Duomatic L Plus to DuoComfort

50210-03

Remote indicator DuoC conversion kit 2
for converting Duomatic L or Triomatic
to DuoComfort

34300-01

Extension cable for control panel, 5 m

53101-01

Plug-fit EisEx 12 V
counters regulator icing (for plugging into the existing hole on
the regulator) for MonoControl CS, DuoControl CS,
SecuMotion, DuoComfort and
DuoControl (On/Off switch not included)

53100-01

Push-on EisEx 12 V
counters regulator icing (for attachment) for use with the Truma
caravan regulator or older gas pressure regulators (On/Off switch
not included)

53110-01

Transformer plug TEX
12 V, 4 W, for operation of the remote indicator and/or of the
EisEx with 230 V

Accessories
GAS SUPPLY

High-pressure hoses with hose rupture protection (HRP)
The Truma high-pressure hoses are available in different country-specific variations and two lengths.
A country overview can be found on the respective packaging.
Product

Part no.

Description

High-pressure hoses with hose rupture protection (HRP), length 450 mm

50410-01

HP hose HRP, 450 mm, G.12 DE

50410-02

HP hose HRP, 450 mm, G.7 GB Propane

50410-03

HP hose HRP, 450 mm, G.2 FR Shell

50410-04

HP hose HRP, 450 mm, G.1 IT Liquid

50410-05

HP hose HRP, 450 mm, G.10 SE Pol

50410-06

HP hose HRP, 450 mm, G.8 EU Shell

High-pressure hoses with hose rupture protection (HRP), length 750 mm
(only for use with liquid gas cylinders on a pull-out device)
50420-01

HP hose HRP, 750 mm, G.12 DE

50420-02

HP hose HRP, 750 mm, G.7 GB Propane

50420-03

HP hose HRP, 750 mm, G.2 FR Shell

50420-04

HP hose HRP, 750 mm, G.1 IT Liquid

50420-05

HP hose HRP, 750 mm, G.10 SE Pol

50420-06

HP hose HRP, 750 mm, G.8 EU Shell
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Accessories
High-pressure hoses with hose rupture protection
Product

Part no.

Description

50020-61300

HP hose HRP, 1500 mm, G.5
High-pressure hose with hose rupture protection 1,5 m,
with combination connection for external
11–33 kg gas cylinders

Installation of gas pressure regulation systems
50020-18100

Angle bracket MonoControl CS
for attaching the MonoControl CS on a stable face of the gas
cylinder box in a horizontal position

50020-56000

Elbow union 90°
for installing e.g. between MonoControl CS or SecuMotion and
DuoComfort or HP hose where space is limited, or for using a
gas filter

50020-61100

Additional kit DuoC
for use with DuoControl (CS) or
DuoComfort, with a gas cylinder spacing of more than 100 cm
or for offset installation of a gas filter.
(A Ø 10 mm gas pipe – not included – is also required)

25131-01

Changeover valve MUV 8
for gas pipe Ø 8 mm
for switching between the gas tank and gas cylinders in joint use

25141-01

Changeover valve MUV 10
for gas pipe Ø 10 mm
for switching between the gas tank and gas cylinders in joint use

Changeover valve
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Accessories
Product

GAS SUPPLY

Gas installation
Part no.

Description

50610-01

Gas hose W 40 - 8 mm
1/4" LH, olive screw connection 8 mm
(winter-proof 40 cm long) – not for France

50650-01

Gas hose W 40 - 10 mm
1/4" LH, olive screw connection 10 mm
(winter-proof 40 cm long) – not for France

39010-28600

Gas pipe Ø 8 x 1 mm, BPK 6 m
(EN 10305-3), plastic-coated (roll with 6 m)

10160-00

Straight union 8 mm
for 8 mm gas pipe

10161-00

Straight union 10 mm
for 10 mm gas pipe

50040-11900

Straight reducer union RVS 10 x RVS 8 mm
10 mm / 8 mm

50000-06500

Straight reducer union RVS 10 x RST 8 mm
Journal 8 mm, olive screw connection 10 mm

50020-04000

Straight reducer union RST 10 x RVS 8 mm
Journal 10 mm, olive screw connection 8 mm

10170-00

Elbow union 8 mm
for 8 mm gas pipe

10171-00

Elbow union 10 mm
for 10 mm gas pipe

50020-70500

Elbow reducer union RVS 10 x 8 mm
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Accessories
Gas installation
Product
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Part no.

Description

10170-02

Elbow union RVS 8 x RST 8 mm
Journal 8 mm, olive screw connection 8 mm

10180-00

T-union 8 mm
for 8 mm gas pipe

10181-00

T-union 10 mm
for 10 mm gas pipe

10111-00

T-reducer union 10 x 8 x 10 mm
10 mm x 8 mm x 10 mm

10190-00

Cross union 8 mm
for 8 mm gas pipe

10690-00

Paste 400/25 g
Heat-resistant sealing and sliding paste for
threaded and olive screw connections

HEATING WHEN STATIONARY
GAS SUPPLY

Product overview: DuoControl
For two-cylinder gas systems
Wall-mounted gas pressure regulation system with automatic changeover from the empty operating cylinder
to the full reserve cylinder.
Regulator inlet M 20 x 1.5 (G.5)
Regulator outlet, olive screw connection 10 / 8 mm
Regulator capacity 1.5 kg/h, with integrated test connection
Product

Part no.

Description

51510-01

DuoControl
30 mbar
H: 133 mm x W: 104 mm x D: 154 mm
Weight: 950 g

Truma gas pressure regulators fulfil the strictest standards, but they can still be damaged by aerosols
from contaminated gas cylinders. Truma therefore recommends always using the Truma gas filter for
MonoControl CS, DuoControl CS, DuoComfort and DuoControl. More information about the gas filter can
be found on pages 77 and 90.

Product overview: Caravan regulator
For single-cylinder gas systems
Regulator inlet with combination connection for 3 – 33 kg gas cylinders, regulator outlet ¼" LH,
regulator capacity 1.5 kg/h.
Product

Part no.

Description

52140-02

Caravan regulator
with pressure gauge, 30 mbar
H: 115 mm x W: 86 mm x D: 133 mm
Weight: 635 g
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Accessories
Appliance pre-pressure regulator VDR 50/30
Product

Part no.

Description

52150-01

Pre-pressure regulator VDR 50/30
for the use of 30 mbar appliances in 50 mbar systems.
One pre-pressure regulator is required for each appliance.
H: 103 mm x W: 71 mm x D: 43 mm
Weight: 209 g

Note: The pre-pressure regulator is approved for all LP gas appliances in caravans (not for the central gas
supply at the campsite).
Gas remote switch
Gas remote switch, 12 V, complete with 1.5 m connector cable and control panel
for the single-cylinder and two-cylinder system with optimised gas flow rate up to
2 kg/h.
Attention: The gas remote switches may only be used if it has been ensured that all
gas appliances have a safety pilot! This is the case e.g. with all current Truma heating
and hot water appliances.
57014-01

Gas remote switch GS 8
Installation on the gas pipe Ø 8 mm

57024-01

Gas remote switch GS 10
Installation on the gas pipe Ø 10 mm

Gas filter
Suitable for all wall-mounted gas pressure regulation systems with inlet screw joint
M 20 x 1.5. Install upstream of the gas pressure regulator. Can also be used for
fillable tank gas cylinders. Single-cylinder systems only with elbow fitting (optional:
part no. 50020-56000, see page 86). Additional angle bracket option.
50602-01

Gas filter
includes cartridge
H: 94 mm x W: 91 mm x D: 55 mm
Weight: 350 g

50602-02

Gas filter kit, 2 pcs.
Pack of two: 2 gas filters and 2 cartridges
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50680-01

Gas filter replacement cartridge

50020-87000

Angle bracket gas filter
for additional wall mounting

Accessories
Product

GAS SUPPLY

Outdoor gas socket for gas extraction
Part no.

Description

23290-02

Outdoor gas socket, ivory

23290-01

Outdoor gas socket, pure white

23290-03

Outdoor gas socket, black

23251-01

Valve KV8-M
Coupling quick-acting valve

23270-01

Valve AKV-8-M
Branch coupling quick-acting valve

39010-04500

Gas hose W 100 with coupling nozzle
for coupling valves with coupling nozzles and union nuts
R 1/4" LH, length: 1 m

23110-01

Valve K8-M
Quick-acting valve K, 8 mm at both ends

23210-01

Valve K10-8-M
Quick-acting valve K
input 10 mm, output 8 mm

23130-01

Valve K10-M
Quick-acting valve K, 10 mm at both ends

23111-01

Valve K8-M with flange
Quick-acting valve K
8 mm at both ends with screw-on flange

24113-01

Valve VK2-8M
Manifold valve, input 8 mm, with 2 outlets 8 mm

24114-01

Valve VK2-10M
Manifold valve, input 10 mm, with 2 outlets 8 mm

24133-01

Valve VK3-M
Manifold valve, input 8 mm, with 3 outlets 8 mm

24134-01

Valve VK3-10M
Manifold valve, input 10 mm, with 3 outlets 8 mm

24153-01

Valve VK4-M
Manifold valve, input 8 mm, with 4 outlets 8 mm

24154-01

Valve VK4-10M
Manifold valve, input 10 mm, with 4 outlets 8 mm

Valves
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Accessories
For valves
Product

Part no.

Description

Blanking plug for closing off free outlets
20000-19600

Blanking plug 8 mm

20000-21700

Blanking plug 10 mm

Connector for connecting two manifold valves
20000-46900

Connector 8 - 8 mm

20000-47000

Connector 10 - 10 mm

20000-47100

Connector 10 - 8 mm

20000-22900

Bow strap 17 mm
for securing quick-acting valves

20000-22700

Spacer 2 mm
for bow strap 17 mm

LevelCheck
LevelCheck is a mobile content indicator for all (propane/butane – LPG) steel or
aluminium gas cylinders with a diameter of 200 to 350 mm. The appliance uses
ultrasound to detect whether there is liquid gas present in the cylinder at the
measuring point, and indicates this. Not for fillable tank gas cylinders.
50500-01
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LevelCheck
Dimensions: H: 35 mm x W: 30 mm x D: 138 mm
Weight (incl. battery): approx. 100 g

GAS SUPPLY

Space for your notes
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The ideal air conditioning system for
every vehicle
Whether for the roof or storage box – Truma has
high-quality air conditioning systems for both. All appliances are based on our many years of air conditioning
experience and stand out due to their excellent cooling
comfort. The air is cooled particularly efficiently and
also reliably dehumidified.
The required cooling performance – to ensure your
customer chooses the right air conditioner – depends
on the following factors:
• Size of the interior
• Temperature and humidity
• Vehicle shading

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Customised climate comfort
Truma Aventa roof-mounted air conditioning
system
To save space, an Aventa air conditioning system is
installed on the roof of the caravan or motor home,
instead of a skylight for example.

Truma Saphir storage box system
The Saphir air conditioning system can be installed in
the storage compartment of the RV, such as in the
seating box or under the bed.

The best way to cool very long vehicles is to use two
Truma air conditioning systems. This enables
roof-mounted and storage box systems to be
combined with each other.

Aventa roof-mounted air conditioning system

Aventa comfort

Aventa eco

Saphir storage box system

Saphir compact

Saphir comfort RC

Saphir vario

Living area to be cooled with a
vehicle length of approx.

0

5m

5.5 m

6m

6.5 m

7m

5-year Truma parts warranty
Truma Partners provide a 5-year parts warranty on all
Truma air conditioning systems.

www.truma.com/aircon
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Intelligent appliance control,
maximum comfort
Truma iNet System: Air conditioner
control via our App
With the iNet System from Truma, it will be child’s play
for your customers to control the air conditioning
systems and heaters in their vehicle – from anywhere
and at any time.
What your customers need for the
Truma iNet System:
• The Truma iNet Box as the system’s core.
• iNet-capable Truma appliances such as Aventa or
Saphir (compact or comfort RC) air conditioners and/
or a Combi heater with control panel Truma CP plus
iNet ready.
• The free Truma App on a smartphone or tablet.
How the Truma iNet System works
The Truma iNet Box is the central control unit for
many Truma appliances. It networks the air conditioner
and heater with a smartphone, receives the control
commands and forwards them to the appliances.
Operation is via SMS, or Bluetooth if the appliance is
within close range.

The free Truma App is used to control iNet-capable
air conditioning and heating systems. Enjoy automatic climate control by combining a Combi heater
(with a control panel Truma CP plus iNet ready) and a
Truma air conditioner. It doesn’t matter how hot or cold
it is outside: The vehicle is always heated or cooled to
your customer’s preferred feel-good temperature.
The Truma App
The App has further useful camping tools such as vehicle levelling and the compass function for aligning the
vehicle according to the sun’s position. It also offers
operating instructions for all Truma appliances, as well
as helpful explanatory videos – on hand at all times.
Your customers can download the Truma App to their
smartphones or tablets free of charge from the App
Store or Google Play: www.truma.com/app.

www.truma.com/inet
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For the ideal feel-good climate
Truma CP plus and Truma iNet Box
Truma CP plus
Your customers can control the Truma air conditioning
system and/or the Combi heater in their vehicles with
the Truma CP plus digital control panel. They choose
the temperature, adjust the fan or set the functions of
the air conditioner or heater with the time switch.
Truma iNet Box
The Truma iNet Box is an intelligent interface that
enables the convenient control of Truma appliances on
the move from a smartphone via SMS – or Bluetooth
within close range. For example, to control the
temperature inside the vehicle, all your customer
needs is the free Truma App. The Truma iNet Box is
easy to install and can be retrofitted for all iNet-capable
Truma air conditioners and Combi heaters.
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Truma automatic climate control
The automatic climate control maintains your
customer’s preferred feel-good temperature –
whatever the weather. The Truma CP plus control
panel automatically coordinates the Truma air
conditioner and Combi heater. This ensures that
your customer always has the ideal temperature
inside their RV.

Truma iNet Box

Digital control panel for air conditioning
systems and Combi heater
The Truma CP plus digital control panel allows your customers to set the room and water temperature in their
vehicle quickly and easily. They can instantly select
functions like fan speeds or the time switch.

Central control unit for Truma appliances
The Truma iNet Box serves as the Truma iNet
System’s core. It networks various Truma
appliances such as an air conditioner and/or a
Combi heater with a smartphone or tablet. This
interface is used to monitor and control all
iNet-capable appliances – identified by the “Truma
iNet ready” label – conveniently via the App.

• Intuitive operation: With practical rotary push
button and large backlit display.
• Time switch: The right room temperature set at all
times.
• Automatic climate control: Ensures a constant
indoor climate in all weathers.

• Convenient: Enables remote control and monitoring
of the Truma air conditioning and heating systems
via a smartphone or tablet.
• Easy to install: Simply install and start up with the
Truma App.
• Versatile: Can be controlled from up to four mobile
devices simultaneously.
• Exclusive: Available from a Truma Partner.

Technical data
• Power supply: 8 – 16.5 V
• Power consumption: max. 65 mA (100% background
lighting), 6.5 – 10 mA (standby)
• Quiescent current consumption: 3 mA (Off)
• Dimensions: 92 x 103 x 40 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: approx. 100 g

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Truma CP plus

Technical data
• Power supply: 12 V/24 V
• Voltage range: min. 8 V, max. 30 V
• Average power consumption: 40 mA (12 V),
20 mA (24 V)
• SIM card type: Mini-SIM (25 x 15 mm)
• Interfaces: TIN bus (2 x TIN1 replaceable,
1 x TIN2), GSM, Bluetooth
• Bluetooth: Class 2
• Dimensions: 147 x 96 x 40 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: approx. 150 g
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Cool air –
distributed
optimally

Truma Aventa roof-mounted
air conditioning system
Truma roof-mounted air conditioning systems cool the
vehicle interior efficiently and particularly quickly. The
air is also dehumidified, ensuring a pleasant indoor
climate.
No matter whether your customers choose the eco or
comfort Aventa models, both air conditioning systems can be installed easily on the roof of the vehicle.
With the optional sealing frame, the Aventa can be
installed very quickly instead of a skylight. The frame
ensures that the installation is absolutely leakproof to
the inside.
Cool air flows throughout the entire interior via the air
distributor. The four outlets are individually adjusted.
This enables the air flow to be distributed inside the
vehicle evenly and with no draughts. An integrated
filter system cleans the indoor air. The air distributor is
so flat, it takes up hardly any valuable space.
As an option, the energy-saving LED ambience
lighting of the Aventa also works without being
connected to the 230 V mains. To incorporate the
ambience lighting into the 12-volt on-board power
supply, your customers will need the 12-volt adapter
(part no. 40091-33000).
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Truma Aventa eco

Powerful cooling, efficient heating
The Aventa comfort can do more than just powerful
cooling: The integrated heat pump of the roof-mounted
air conditioning system also means it can be used as a
heater during spring and autumn. The air conditioning
system is extremely energy-efficient.

High performance, low energy consumption
The Aventa eco also cools vehicles quickly and
efficiently – even at campsites with weak fuse
protection. Weighing in at 28 kg, the Aventa eco is the
lightest air conditioning system in its class.

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Truma Aventa comfort

• Efficient: Cools the vehicle to a pleasant temperature within a very short time.
• Quiet: Cools very quietly – especially in sleep mode.
• Convenient: Remote control, programmable timer, dimmable LED lighting, can be operated with the digital
Truma CP plus control panel.
Technical data
• Cooling power: 2400 W
• Heating power: 1700 W
• Power consumption in cooling mode (230 V): 4.2 A
• Power consumption in heating mode (230 V): 3.7 A
• Dimensions of external unit: 1008 x 660 x 248 mm
(L x W x H)
• Dimensions of air distributor: 670 x 523 x 46 mm
(L x W x H)
• Dimensions of roof cut-out: 380 x 350 mm /
400 x 400 mm (L x W)
• Weight: 33 kg
• 5-year parts warranty

Technical data
• Cooling power: 1700 W
• Power consumption (230 V): 2.8 A
• Dimensions of external unit: 1008 x 660 x 248 mm
(L x W x H)
• Dimensions of air distributor: 670 x 523 x 46 mm
(L x W x H)
• Dimensions of roof cut-out: 380 x 350 mm /
400 x 400 mm (L x W)
• Weight: 28 kg
• 5-year parts warranty

iNet ready from serial number 24084022.
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Truma Saphir compact
Storage box system for smaller vehicles
Lightweight, low power consumption: The Saphir
compact is ideal for small and medium-sized vehicles
up to 5.5 metres long. The storage box system not only
cools the air, but cleans and dehumidifies it at the
same time.

• Energy-saving: Consumes very little power, which
means that it can be used at most campsites
throughout Europe.
• Practical: Cooling time can be programmed up to
15 hours in advance with the timer function.
• Convenient: Operated with Truma CP plus.

Eco solution
Cooling for a pleasant room climate. Ideal for precooling the vehicle.
Simple, economical and quick to install with the
Saphir EasySet (part no. 40090-44100).

Comfort solution
For even air distribution inside the vehicle. The air
is routed upwards and cools both functionally and
comfortably with no draughts. Up to 15 metres of cold
air duct can be connected.
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Technical data
• Cooling power: 1800 W
• Power consumption (230 V): 2.8 A
• Dimensions: 560 x 400 x 290 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 20 kg
• 5-year parts warranty

Truma CP plus compatible and iNet ready from serial number 23091001.
In combination with a Combi CP plus heater, a “control panel cable coupling”
(part no. 39050-00175) is essential between the air conditioning system and
the heater.

Truma Saphir vario

Cooling and heating with one appliance
The Saphir comfort RC can be used to cool vehicles
between 5.5 and up to approx. 6.5 metres long*. The
appliance can also be used as a heater with heat pump
– thanks to the reversible cooling circulation system.
With a heat output of 1700 W, the system generates
pleasant warmth, especially during spring and autumn.

Storage box system for false floors
The Saphir vario is extremely efficient and has a very
compact design. At just 20 centimetres high, it is the
only air conditioning system in the world that can be
installed in a false floor.

• Efficient: Cools particularly efficiently.
• Energy-saving: Uses little electricity.
• Compact: The smallest in its class – installed in the
seating box to save space and protect the appliance.
• Practical: Adjust your individual feel-good
temperature thanks to the automatic heating/cooling
function.
• Convenient: Operated with Truma CP plus.

• Versatile: Three variable operating levels, each with
two different fan speeds, ensure maximum comfort.
• Quiet: In sleep mode, the fans are at their lowest
setting and virtually silent.
• Practical: With the integrated timer, the system can
be programmed to switch off for at least 15 minutes
and up to 24 hours in advance.

Technical data
• Cooling power: 2400 W
• Heating power: 1700 W
• Power consumption in cooling mode (230 V): 4.2 A
• Power consumption in heating mode (230 V): 3.7 A
• Dimensions: 628 x 400 x 290 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 23.5 kg
• 5-year parts warranty

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Truma Saphir comfort RC

Technical data
• Cooling power: 600/1500/2000 W
• Power consumption (230 V): 1.7/3/4.4 A
• Dimensions: 800 x 550 x 200 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 28 kg
• 5-year parts warranty

* For vehicle lengths of 6.5 m and over, we recommend installing two Saphir
air conditioning systems.
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A pleasant climate in
every corner
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Accessories for storage box air
conditioning systems
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

A storage box air conditioning system enables your
customers to distribute the air individually inside
their vehicle. The cool air is distributed flexibly through
ducts – just the way they want it. For this, Truma has a
precisely coordinated modular system which makes
it possible to control the air volume and adjust the flow
direction.

The eco solution distributes cool air through vents in
the floor. It is therefore simple, inexpensive and quick
to install. If your customers need more comfort, they
can direct the air in a cupboard upwards to distribute it
evenly throughout the vehicle. With the luxury option
it is possible to specify that different areas are kept at
exactly the feel-good temperature they want, such as
for sleeping and living. This allows them to cool the
vehicle consistently, with no draughts and quietly.
If it’s still too loud, they can install sound mufflers in
the cool airflow. Just one sound muffler installed in
each cool air line reduces the noise of the airflow
inside the vehicle by about 50%. External noise is
minimised with an air outlet channel*, which is
installed at the supply outlet beneath the vehicle.

* Does not apply to the Truma Saphir comfort RC
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Installation overview
Graphic representation
Here you can see an example of how Truma air conditioning systems are installed, and the recommended
accessories. Technical details, part numbers and prices, as well as the complete range of accessories for our
products can be found on the following pages.

1. Aventa comfort / eco
2. Truma iNet Box
3. Truma App on a smartphone
4. Truma CP plus digital control panel
5. Remote control
6. Saphir vario
7. Saphir IR receiver
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8. Flexible air conditioning intake
9. Air outlet channel
10. Cold air duct KR 65
11. Sound muffler
12. Swivel air outlet SCW
13. End outlet nut EM / end outlet EN
14. Connector piece ANH / rectangular air outlet

Product overview: Aventa
AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Aventa roof-mounted air conditioning system
Aventa roof-mounted air conditioning systems for caravans and motor homes, complete with infrared remote
control incl. support, angle brackets, screw material, base ring, roof thickness adapters, installation template
and clamps
Product

Part no.

Description
Aventa comfort
Truma iNet ready; suitable for installation on the vehicle roof. For
simple retrofitting. For vehicles up to approx. 7.5 m long. Can be
operated via Truma CP plus; consisting of
Aventa comfort external unit
and
Aventa air distributor, cream/brown
with dimmable LED ambience lighting
or
Aventa air distributor, telegrey / basalt grey
with dimmable LED ambience lighting

44091-01
+
40801-01
or
40801-02

Aventa eco
Truma iNet ready; suitable for installation on the vehicle roof. For
simple retrofitting. For vehicles up to approx. 6 m long. Can be
operated via Truma CP plus; consisting of
Aventa eco external unit
and
Aventa air distributor, cream/brown
with dimmable LED ambience lighting
or
400 air distributor, telegrey / basalt grey
Aventa
with dimmable LED ambience lighting

44100-01
+
40801-01

523

400

660

or
40801-02
Technical details

195
1008

248
670

Roof cut-out (L x W):
380 x 350 or 400 x 400 mm
For roof thicknesses of 25 – 50 mm
(with roof thickness adapter up to 110 mm)

46

523

400

660

400

195
1008

Aventa eco

2400 W

1700 W

Power consumption in cooling mode
670
(230 V)

4.2 A

2.8 A

Heating power (heat pump)

1700 W*

-

Power consumption in heating mode
(230 V)

3.7 A

-

Operating voltage

230 V – 240 V, 50 Hz

230 V – 240 V, 50 Hz

Weight (plus installation material)

33 kg

28 kg

248

Aventa comfort

46

Cooling power

** Heating mode is possible above an outside temperature of approx. 4 °C.
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Accessories
Aventa
Product

Part no.

Description

36400-01

Truma iNet Box
central remote control unit for iNet-capable Truma appliances via
smartphone / tablet
Power supply
12 V / 24 V
Average power consumption 40 / 20 mA (12 / 24 V)
SIM card type
Mini-SIM
Interfaces
TIN bus
(2 x TIN 1 replaceable, 1 x TIN 2), GSM, Bluetooth
Bluetooth
Class 2
Operating temperature range - 30 °C to + 60 °C
Weight (without accessories) approx. 150 g

36021-01

Truma CP plus
Truma iNet ready LCD, with background lighting
Interface
TIN bus
Power supply
8 – 16.5 V
Power consumption
max. 65 mA (background lighting)
6.5 – 10 mA (standby)
Quiescent current consumption 3 mA (Off)
Weight
approx. 100 g

34030-39300

Surface-mounted frame CP plus, black

36120-01

TIN distributor
for connecting two appliances

Cable variations for control panel
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36110-01

Control panel cable 3 m

36110-02

Control panel cable 6 m

36110-03

Control panel cable 9 m

40091-19500

Sealing frame Aventa

40091-33000

Adapter 12 V
for incorporating the ambience lighting
into the 12-volt on-board power supply

Accessories
Product

Part no.

Description

40091-16800

Air filter kit Aventa
(2 pieces)

40091-16900

Roof thickness adapter 10 mm
for adapting to roof thicknesses of over 50 mm to
maximum 110 mm (1 piece, order the appropriate number
according to the roof thickness)

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Aventa

Covering tape for Aventa air distributor
self-adhesive, for levelling out unevenness in the roof,
2.36 m long, levelling height up to 5 mm
40091-31200

Covering tape, cream, 2.36 m

40091-31300

Covering tape, grey, 2.36 m

Product overview: Saphir
Saphir storage box system
Please refer to page 102 for various installation suggestions.
Saphir storage box systems for caravans and motor homes, complete with remote control incl. support,
IR receiver with cover, fastening bracket with screws, securing belt (Saphir vario: 2 securing belts),
condensation trap (Saphir comfort RC: 2 condensation traps), 2 floor grilles and installation template
44081-02

Saphir compact
Truma iNet ready, suitable for installation in the storage
compartment. For vehicles up to approx. 5.5 m long.
Can be operated via Truma CP plus as from serial number:
23091001 (this requires a "control panel cable coupling",
part no. 39050-00175, see page 111)

44035-01

Saphir comfort RC
Truma iNet ready, suitable for installation in the storage
compartment. For vehicles up to approx. 6.5 m long.
Can be operated via Truma CP plus.

44061-01

Saphir vario
suitable for installation in the false floor.
For vehicles up to approx. 6 m long.
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Product overview: Saphir
Saphir storage box system
Technical details

Saphir compact

Cooling power

1800 W

Power consumption
2.8 A
(230 V)
55 A
Power consumption (12 V)
Operating voltage

230 V – 240 V, 50 Hz
12 V with TG 1000 sinus

Weight

20 kg

Technical details

Saphir comfort RC

Cooling power

2400 W

Heating power

1700 W*

Power consumption
4.2 A
(230 V)
–
Power consumption (12 V)
Operating voltage
Weight

230 V – 240 V, 50 Hz
23.5 kg
** Heating mode is possible above an outside temperature of 4 °C.
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Technical details

Saphir vario

Operating levels

1

2

3

Cooling power

600 W

1500 W

2000 W

Power consumption
(230 V)

1.7 A

3A

4.4 A

Power consumption
(12 V)

35 A

62.5 A

–

Operating voltage

230 V – 240 V, 50 Hz; 12 V with TG 1000 sinus

Weight

28 kg

Accessories
Product

Part no.

Description

36400-01

Truma iNet Box
central remote control unit for iNet-capable Truma appliances via
smartphone / tablet

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Saphir storage box system

Power supply
12 V / 24 V
Average power consumption 40 / 20 mA (12 / 24 V)
SIM card type
Mini-SIM
Interfaces
TIN bus
(2 x TIN 1 replaceable, 1 x TIN 2), GSM, Bluetooth
Bluetooth
Class 2
Operating temperature range - 30 °C to + 60 °C
Weight (without accessories) approx. 150 g
Not compatible with Saphir vario, Saphir comfort and
Saphir compact up to serial number 23091000
36120-01

TIN distributor
for connecting two appliances

36021-01

Truma CP plus
Truma iNet ready LCD, with background lighting
Interface
TIN bus
Power supply
8 – 16.5 V
Power consumption

max. 65 mA (background lighting)
6.5 – 10 mA (standby)
Quiescent current consumption 3 mA (Off)
Weight
approx. 100 g
Not compatible with Saphir vario, Saphir comfort and
Saphir compact up to serial number 23091000

39050-00175

Control panel cable coupling
for operating Truma CP plus / CP plus VarioHeat on
Saphir compact (from serial number: 23091001)

34030-39300

Surface-mounted frame CP plus, black

Cable variations for control panel
36110-01

Control panel cable 3 m

36110-02

Control panel cable 6 m

36110-03

Control panel cable 9 m
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Accessories
Saphir storage box system
Product
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Part no.

Description

40040-34800

Extension cable for IR receiver, 3 m
for IR receiver Saphir comfort

40090-89100

Extension cable for IR receiver, 3 m
for IR receiver Saphir compact,
Saphir comfort RC and Saphir vario

40040-29200

Intake grille circulation air, rectangular
Air flow cross section 315 cm²

40040-20400

Intake grille circulation air, round
Air flow cross section 135 cm²
3 are required

40090-59100

Flexible air conditioning intake 2 m
only required if a direct air conditioning intake is not possible due
to the installation situation, suitable for all
Saphir air conditioning systems, hose length 2 m

40090-57100

Flexible air conditioning intake 3 m
see above, with hose length 3 m

40040-60100

Sound muffler
for installation in the cold air line for additional noise reduction
within the living area.

40040-32500

Air oulet channel
for additional noise reduction outside the vehicle, not for:
Truma Saphir comfort RC
(similar to illustration, subject to change)

40090-64600

Saphir fluff filter, blue

40090-58100

Saphir particle filter
suitable for all Saphir air conditioning systems

Accessories
Product

Part no.

Description

40090-44100

Saphir EasySet, beige
for eco solution
Accessories for quick and simple installation of the
cold air distribution for Saphir compact and
Saphir comfort, consisting of:
3 m cold air duct KR 65, Ø 65 mm,
3 end outlet nuts EM,
3 end outlets EN-O,
3 lamellar inserts LA beige

40090-44400

Saphir EasySet, agate grey
for eco solution
see above, with lamellar inserts LA agate grey

40200-00

Duct KR 65, Ø 65 mm
Cold air duct (per metre)

40241-01

Clamp ÜS, grey, Ø 65 mm
for securing the cold air ducts,
e.g. on the wall

40040-32200

Cold air channel
without connector

40040-24100

Connector
for connecting the cold air duct KR 65 to the Truma cold air
channel

34091-01

Elbow BGC, black
for connecting the cold air duct KR 65 to the connector

40151-02

T-pipe LT, agate grey
for ducts Ø 65 or Ø 72 mm

40353-01

Blank cover VD, agate grey
for capping shaped parts

40181-01

End outlet nut EM, agate grey

40171-01

End outlet EN, agate grey
with air throttle, suitable for T-pipe LT, end outlet nut EM and
ducts Ø 65 mm (for other colours, see page 55)

40171-07

End outlet EN-O, agate grey
without air throttle, for lamellar insert LA
(for other colours, see page 55)
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Accessories
Cold air distribution
Product

Part no.

Description

40721-01

Lamellar insert LA, agate grey
for attaching onto the end outlet EN-O,
air flow direction adjustable by rotating
(for other colours, see page 55)

Swivel air outlet SCW 2
as a non-closable air outlet for connecting to the cold air duct KR 65
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39971-01

Swivel air outlet SCW 2, black

39971-02

Swivel air outlet SCW 2, beige

39971-03

Swivel air outlet SCW 2, basalt grey

40290-02

Connector piece ANH
required for connecting the
cold air duct KR 65 on the rectangular air outlet

40280-01

Rectangular air outlet, black

40151-01

T-piece TS, agate grey

40191-01

Y-piece, agate grey

40730-01

Insulating elbow, black
insulated elbow for routing air beneath the floor and back again
using two ducts pushed one over the other (2 of these are
required)
– Inner duct for siphon KR 65 (see page 113)
– Outer duct for siphon ZR 80 (see page 24)

34020-24000

Clips 4 pcs.
for T-piece TS, T-pipe LT, insulating elbow and Combi for improved
holding of various air ducts

AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS

Space for your notes
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MANOEUVRING SYSTEMS
www.truma.com/mover
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Truma Mover® XT / XT2 / XT4
Manoeuvring systems for caravans
Extremely superior: Thanks to the Mover® XT, caravans can be safely and precisely manoeuvred – even around
corners and bends. The caravan is parked effortlessly, even in confined spaces. Depending on the model, the
powerful motors can handle inclines of up to 13%.

•
•
•
•
•

Light: A weight saving of up to 20 kg.
Precise: 100% directional stability, like being on rails.
Exact: Accurate coupling to the towing car.
Powerful: Smooth acceleration thanks to the Truma Dynamic Move Technology®.
Exclusive: Available from a Truma Partner.

Truma Mover® XT

Truma Mover® XT4

for single-axle caravans up to 2350 kg

for twin-axle caravans up to 3100 kg, 4 motors

Technical data
• Power supply: 12 V
• Maximum power consumption: 150 A
• Average power consumption: 28 A
• Weight: 28 kg
• 5-year parts warranty

Technical data
• Power supply: 12 V
• Maximum power consumption: 150 A
• Average power consumption: 37 A
• Weight: 60 kg
• 5-year parts warranty

Truma Mover® XT2

Truma Mover® XT L

for twin-axle caravans up to 2400 kg

Variation for lightweight construction chassis up to
1500 kg

Technical data
• Power supply: 12 V
• Maximum power consumption: 150 A
• Average power consumption: 28 A
• Weight: 28 kg
• 5-year parts warranty
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The only difference between the Mover® XT L and the
Mover® XT is the fixing. This was developed specially
for the AL-KO lightweight construction chassis and
enables installation on frames with a 5-degree angle.

Truma Dynamic Move Technology®

MANOEUVRING SYSTEMS

Maximum manoeuvring accuracy by
remote control
Every Mover® XT contains the tried-and-tested Truma
Dynamic Move Technology®. This allows the caravan
to be steered and accelerated smoothly and gently.
Your customers are always in control when positioning
their caravan at the campsite or coupling it to the
towing vehicle.
The Mover® XT remote control can be used intuitively:
The control knob is used for steering, the slide control
is used for smooth acceleration. Both control elements
are separate, meaning that the turning radius and the
speed can be adjusted at the same time. The Mover®
stops as soon as the control knob and slide control are
released.

• Engage and disengage the drive rollers at the touch
of a button.
• Gently manoeuvre the caravan to its exact position.
• 100% directional stability – also on uneven ground.
• Thanks to the LED flashing codes and signal tones of
the remote control, it is easy to diagnose faults.

5-year Truma parts warranty
Truma Partners provide a 5-year parts warranty on all
Truma Movers®.
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Truma Mover® SR

Truma SolarSet 23

Basic model for single-axle caravans
The tried-and-tested Truma Mover® SR manoeuvring
aid moves single-axle caravans of up to 2000 kg.
The Mover® SR is simply engaged and disengaged
manually, and the powerful motor does the rest. It
ensures that the caravan can be manoeuvred easily
and accurately. Even inclines of up to 13% are no
problem.

Battery trickle charging with solar energy
The SolarSet 23 protects the battery of the Truma
Mover® from deep discharging and maintains the
voltage in the battery. Highly efficient monocrystalline
solar cells guarantee maximum energy yield in relation
to the area.

• Convenient: Engage and disengage with one
lever movement – without any cranking at all.
• Lightweight: The lightest manoeuvring system
in its class.
• Versatile: The caravan can be rotated on its
own axis (360°).
• Durable: Corrosion-protected and resistant to oil,
de-icing salt and moisture.
• Safe: Millimetre-precision manoeuvring with the
Durasoft drive.

• Sophisticated design: Roof surface utilised
optimally with minimum space required for securing.
Coordinated components.
• Safe: Stable on the roof in all weathers – attachment
system complies with DEKRA test standards.
• Protected: Spoilers prevent damage, e.g.
caused by low-hanging branches.

Technical data
• Power supply: 12 V
• Maximum power consumption: 120 A
• Average power consumption: approx. 20 A
• Weight: 34 kg
• 5-year parts warranty

Technical data
• Rated output: 23 Wp
• Solar Battery Charger SC 3: max. charging current 3 A
• Use: battery trickle charging for Mover® PowerSet
• Dimensions: 398 x 535 x 70 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 3.7 kg

Loctite 7063 universal cleaner
Contains: Naphtha, hydrotreated light, <0.1% benzene

DANGER
Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised container: May burst if heated.
Causes skin irritations. May cause drowsiness or dizziness. Toxic to aquatic life
with long-lasting effects.
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Truma Mover® PowerSet

MANOEUVRING SYSTEMS

A system weight saving of up to 20 kg
The PowerSet, together with the recommended battery, provides the power for the Mover®. It is perfectly
coordinated to it and consists of the BC 10 charger, a circuit breaker, terminal clamps (for fixed installation), a
second charging cable and a temperature sensor. Truma recommends the high-performance Optima® batteries*
for which a specially adapted BC 10 charging curve is available.

PowerSet light
For Mover® XT and Mover® XT2 we recommend
using the Optima® YT S 2.7* (38 Ah) battery with
the PowerSet:
• Battery weight: 11.6 kg
• Mover ® XT / XT2: 28 kg
• System weight: 39.6 kg

*

PowerSet with battery variation 1: Optima® YT S 2.7*

• Compact: The BC 10 charger is small and very light.
• Practical: Remove the BC 10 in just one easy step,
thanks to the plug-and-play connection.
• Versatile: Charge many different battery types
quickly and reliably.
• Complete control: Information about the current
charge status is shown on the LED display.
Technical data
BC 10 charger
•
•
•
•

Charging current: max. 10 A
Input voltage: 220 – 240 VAC, 50 – 60 Hz
Battery capacity: 20 – 200 Ah
Battery type: all types of 12 V lead-acid batteries
(wet, maintenance-free, Ca/Ca, AGM and gel); please
use the recommended AGM batteries in conjunction
with the manoeuvring systems.
• Dimensions: 230 x 95 x 50 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 750 g

PowerSet
For Mover® XT4 and Mover® SR we recommend
using the Optima® YT S 4.2* (55 Ah) battery with
the PowerSet:
• Battery weight: 19.5 kg
• Mover® XT4: 60 kg
• Mover® SR: 34 kg
• System weight with Mover® XT4: 79.5 kg
• System weight with Mover® SR: 53.5 kg

*

PowerSet with battery variation 2: Optima® YT S 4.2*
PowerSet plus
For greater self-sufficiency we recommend using
the Optima® YT S 5.5* (75 Ah) battery with the
PowerSet:
• Battery weight: 26.5 kg

*
PowerSet with battery variation 3: Optima® YT S 5.5*

*) PowerSet batteries are not included with the Truma products and can be purchased from your wholesaler/
importer. For the price and part number of PowerSet, including the battery, please refer to your wholesaler’s/
importer’s catalogue. Please contact your wholesaler/importer if you have any questions about the batteries.
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Installation overview
Graphic representation
Here you can see an example of how Truma manoeuvring systems are installed, and the recommended
accessories. Technical details, part numbers and prices, as well as the complete range of accessories for our
products can be found on the following pages.

1. Truma Mover® XT
2. Radio remote control
3. Mover® control unit
4. SolarSet 23
5. Solar Battery Charger SC 3
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6. Battery cut-off switch (PowerSet)
7. Easy clicK® terminal clamps (PowerSet)
8. Temperature sensor (PowerSet)
9. Battery charger BC 10 (PowerSet)
10. Safety socket

Product overview: Truma Mover®
MANOEUVRING SYSTEMS

Mover® XT, XT2, XT4, XT L, SR
Manoeuvring systems with radio remote control and electric engaging and disengaging of the
drive units with the Truma Dynamic Move Technology®
Product

Part no.

Description

61110-01

Mover® XT
for single-axle caravans up to 2350 kg

61210-01

Mover® XT2
for twin-axle caravans up to 2400 kg

61310-01

Mover® XT4
for twin-axle caravans up to 3100 kg

61110-02

Mover® XT L
Variation for AL-KO lightweight construction chassis

Manoeuvring system with radio remote control and manual engaging and disengaging of the drive units
Mover® SR
complete with cross actuation device,
for single-axle caravans up to 2000 kg total weight

61420-01

Technical details
Mover® XT

Mover® SR

Caravan floor

Caravan floor

All dimensions in mm

Max. climbing ability
(at a total weight of)
Power supply
Maximum power consumption
Average power consumption

Mover® XT
13%
(2350 kg)
12 V
140 A
20 A 1)

Mover® XT2
10%
(2400 kg)
12 V
140 A
20 A 1)

Mover® XT4
10%
(3100 kg)
12 V
140 A
36 A 1)

Mover® XT L
20%
(1500 kg)
12 V
140 A
20 A 1)

Mover® SR
13%
(2000 kg)
12 V
120 A
28 A 1)

1) on even ground at a total weight of:

1700 kg

2000 kg

2800 kg

1500 kg

1700 kg

Maximum speed
Weight

11.5 m/min 11.5 m/min
28 kg
28 kg

11.5 m/min
60 kg

11.5 m/min
28 kg

8.3 m/min
34 kg 2)
2) incl. cross actuation device
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Accessories
Assembly
To determine the proper accessories, please refer to the installation overview at:
https://www.truma.com/downloadcenter/installation_mover_en.pdf
Product

Part no.

Description

60010-64900

Low chassis kit
consisting of mounting plates (each 240 mm high), incl. screws
and nuts*, for compensating for a frame height of less than
80 mm (for XT / XT2 / XT4) and for compensating for a frame
height of less than 110 mm (for SE(R), TE(R)(4), S(R), EM, TM)
and/or for bridging struts. Use the existing drill holes if possible.
Additional holes may only be drilled with the agreement of the
manufacturer or the relevant technical inspectorate authority.

60030-37600

Low chassis kit, short
consisting of mounting plates (each 170 mm high), incl. screws
and nuts*, for greater ground clearance and for compensating
for a frame height of less than 80 mm (for XT, XT2 and XT4) and
for compensating for a frame height of less than 110 mm (for
SE(R), TE(R)(4), S(R))

60030-38600

Adapter kit M AL-KO to 1800 kg
for AL-KO frames with offset axle
and a permitted total weight of up to 1800 kg.
For frame edge compensation,
incl. 10 screws (M12 x 40) and 10 nuts
XT, SE(R), S(R)

60010-21500

Installation kit AL-KO Vario III/AV
absolutely essential for reinforcing
smaller frames of less than 2.8 mm
XT, SE(R), S(R), EM

60031-02000

Adapter kit M AL-KO 1900 - 2000 kg
for AL-KO with continuous frame
and a permitted total weight of 1900-2000 kg.
For frame edge compensation,
incl. 10 screws (M12 x 30) and 10 nuts
XT, SE(R), S(R)

60030-09000

Eriba Touring mounting kit
for installing a Mover® on a chassis with a rectangular profile,
incl. 4 screws and 4 nuts (M10 x 70)
XT, SE(R), S(R)

60031-03000

Eriba Troll mounting kit
for installing a Mover® behind the axle
incl. 4 screws (M10 x 30) and 4 nuts
XT, SE(R), S(R)

** In the case of the AL-KO Vario III / AV chassis, the vehicle frame must under no circumstances be drilled into even if the low chassis kit is used.
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Accessories
Product

Part no.

MANOEUVRING SYSTEMS

Assembly
Description

Spacer kits for attachment system from year of construction 05/2012
60030-95000

Spacer kit 30 mm
to compensate for the height of 30 mm with a
frame height of < 170 mm to 140 mm
XT, XT2, XT4, SE(R), S(R)

60030-95100

Spacer kit 60 mm
to compensate for the height of 60 mm with a
frame height of < 140 mm to 110 mm
XT, XT2, XT4, SE(R), S(R)

Spacer kits for attachment system up to year of construction 04/2012

Legend:

XT
XT2
XT4
XT L
EM

60010-66000

Spacer plate kit 30 mm
to compensate for the height,
consisting of 2 spacer plates each measuring 15 mm,
max. 3 spacer plate kits can be used
(max. 45 mm)
SE(R), TE(R), S(R), EM, TM

60010-70000

Screw kit M10 x 95 for spacer plates
additionally required to install the spacer plate kits on frames
with a height of 140 mm to 185 mm
SE(R), TE(R), S(R), TM

60010-70500

Spacer plate kit 60 mm
for single-axle caravans with AL-KO Vario III / AV chassis up to
1700 kg total weight, consisting of 4 x 2 spacer plates
each measuring 15 mm and 8 screws M10 x 110 mm
to compensate for the height up to 60 mm.
The installation kit, part no. 60010-21500, is absolutely
essential for frame thicknesses of less than 2.8 mm.
SE(R), S(R)

= Mover® XT
= Mover® XT2
= Mover® XT4
= Mover® XT L
= Euro Mover®

SE(R)
S(R)
TE(R)
TM

= Mover® SE and SE R
= Mover® S and SR
= Mover® TE and TE R
= Euro Mover® Tandem
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Accessories
Other kits
Product

Part no.

Description

60031-20000

Short mounting system
Including spacer plates 30 mm and 60 mm
Alternative fixing, if mounting is not possible
because of substructures / interfering edges
XT, XT2, XT4, SR, SE R, TE R(4)

60031-08200

Mudflap kit
Universal mudflap for the Mover
(if the existing mudflaps on
the vehicle cannot be used)
1 pair, including fixing

Battery cut-off switch, terminal clamps
60010-05000

Battery cut-off switch

Easy clicK® terminal clamps guarantee quick, easy and clean release and attachment of battery connections
without tools. Suitable for all DIN and SAE connections.
47000-06200

Easy clicK® terminal clamps
diecast
Capable of
withstanding
load

150 A constant load, 800 A short-term load

Cable
cross-section

Up to 35 mm²

Resistor

Approx. 0.12 mΩ with 10 A

Version

Positive terminal = red, negative terminal = blue

SolarSet 23 – battery trickle charging kit (ideal for Mover® PowerSet)
74102-01

SolarSet 23
(battery trickle charging kit)
Features

• SM 23, monocrystalline solar module
• SC 3, Solar Battery Charger (see page 131)
• Solar installation kit*

Dimensions

Module with roof attachment system
398 mm x 535 mm x 70 mm

Weight

Module with roof attachment system 3.7 kg

* Loctite 7063 universal cleaner
Contains: Naphtha, hydrotreated light, <0.1% benzene
DANGER
Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised container: May burst if heated. Causes skin irritations.
May cause drowsiness or dizziness. Toxic to aquatic life with long-lasting effects.
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Truma SolarSets 23 / 65 / 100 / 150
Self-sufficient electricity supply with solar power
Whether a self-sufficient electricity supply or trickle charging for the Truma Mover® PowerSet, there’s a Truma
SolarSet for every requirement. Highly efficient monocrystalline solar cells guarantee a maximum energy yield in
relation to the area.

• Sophisticated design: Roof surface utilised
optimally with minimum space required for securing.
• Installed quickly: Simply attach to the roof of the
vehicle.
• Safe: Stable on the roof in all weathers – attachment
system complies with DEKRA test standards.
• Protected: Spoilers prevent damage, e.g. caused by
low-hanging branches.

Truma SolarSet 23
Technical data
• Rated output: 23 Wp
• Solar Battery Charger SC 3: max. charging current 3 A
• Use: battery trickle charging for Mover® PowerSet
• Dimensions: 398 x 535 x 70 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 3.7 kg

Truma SolarSet 65
Technical data
• Rated output: 65 Wp
• Solar Dual Battery Charger SDC 10: max. charging
current 10 A
• Vehicle category: small motor homes without TV/SAT
• Dimensions: 913 x 535 x 70 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 6.6 kg

Truma SolarSet 100
Technical data
• Rated output: 100 Wp
• Solar Dual Battery Charger SDC 10: max. charging
current 10 A
• Vehicle category: medium to larger motor homes
• Dimensions: 1263 x 535 x 70 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 8.8 kg

Truma SolarSet 150

* Loctite 7063 universal cleaner
Contains: Naphtha, hydrotreated light, <0.1% benzene

DANGER
Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised container: May burst if heated.
Causes skin irritations. May cause drowsiness or dizziness. Toxic to aquatic life
with long-lasting effects.
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Technical data
• Rated output: 150 Wp
• Solar Dual Battery Charger SDC 20: max. charging
current 20 A
• Vehicle category: medium to large motor homes
• Dimensions: 1538 x 660 x 70 mm (L x W x H)
• Weight: 12.2 kg

SolarSets
MISCELLANEOUS

The Truma SolarSets are made up of components that are perfectly tailored to each other. They each consist
of a solar module, a solar battery charger and the solar installation kit*.
SolarSet 150
Product

Features

Part no.

Description

74115-01

SolarSet 150

• SM 150, monocrystalline solar module
• SDC 20, Solar Dual Battery Charger (for technical details, see the table on page 131)
• Solar installation kit*

Dimensions

Module with roof attachment system 1538 mm x 660 mm x 70 mm (L x W x H)

Weight

Module with roof attachment system 12.2 kg

SolarSet 100
74110-01

Features

SolarSet 100

• SM 100, monocrystalline solar module
• SDC 10, Solar Dual Battery Charger (for technical details, see the table on page 131)
• Solar installation kit*

Dimensions

Module with roof attachment system 1263 mm x 535 mm x 70 mm (L x W x H)

Weight

Module with roof attachment system 8.8 kg

SolarSet 65
74106-01

Features

SolarSet 65

• SM 65, monocrystalline solar module
• SDC 10, Solar Dual Battery Charger (for technical details, see the table on page 131)
• Solar installation kit*

Dimensions

Module with roof attachment system 913 mm x 535 mm x 70 mm (L x W x H)

Weight

Module with roof attachment system 6.6 kg

SolarSet 23 – battery trickle charging kit (ideal for Mover® PowerSet)
74102-01

Features

SolarSet 23
(battery trickle charging kit)

• SM 23, monocrystalline solar module
• SC 3, Solar Battery Charger (for technical details, see the table on page 131)
• Solar installation kit*

Dimensions

Module with roof attachment system 398 mm x 535 mm x 70 mm (L x W x H)

Weight

Module with roof attachment system 3.7 kg
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Accessories: Solar modules
Framed solar modules designed with heavy-duty everyday caravanning in mind deliver maximum power yield
in relation to the area thanks to highly efficient monocrystalline solar cells.
Solar module SM 150
Product

Part no.

Description

75115-01

Solar module SM 150
monocrystalline solar module

Rated output

150 Wp ± 3%

Connections

IP 65 connector box with 2 x connector cables with MC3 solar connector

Dimensions

1460 mm x 660 mm x 35 mm (L x W x H)

Weight

11.1 kg

Solar module SM 100
75110-01

Solar module SM 100
monocrystalline solar module

Rated output

100 Wp ± 3%

Connections

IP 65 connector box with 2 x connector cables with MC3 solar connector

Dimensions

1185 mm x 535 mm x 35 mm (L x W x H)

Weight

7.7 kg

Solar module SM 65
75106-01

Solar module SM 65
monocrystalline solar module

Rated output

65 Wp ± 3%

Connections

IP 65 connector box with 2 x connector cables with MC3 solar connector

Dimensions

835 mm x 535 mm x 35 mm (L x W x H)

Weight

5.5 kg

Solar module SM 23
75102-01
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Solar module SM 23
monocrystalline solar module

Rated output

23 Wp ± 3%

Connections

IP 65 connector box with 2 x connector cables with MC3 solar connector

Dimensions

320 mm x 535 mm x 35 mm (L x W x H)

Weight

2.6 kg

Accessories: Solar battery chargers
MISCELLANEOUS

Solar Battery Charger with the latest microprocessor-controlled pulse width modulated (PWM) 3-phase
charging technology – suitable for batteries with liquid, gel or AGM technology.
Solar battery chargers
Product

Part no.

Description

76102-01

Solar Dual Battery Charger SDC 20

76101-01

Solar Dual Battery Charger SDC 10

76103-01

Solar Battery Charger SC 3

Technical data
Solar Dual Battery Charger
SDC 20
Features

SDC 10

•• Changeover between liquid, gel or AGM batteries
•• Function display via integrated LEDs
•• Electronic polarity reversal protection, return
current protection and solar short circuit protection

Solar Battery Charger
SC 3
• Battery and solar module
connections via 6 mm²
screw terminals

•• Optimum temperature-controlled battery charging
by external temperature sensor with 2 m
connector cable and fastening material
•• Adjustable charging current distribution for two
separate battery connections
•• Battery and solar module connections via 4 mm²
screw terminals
Solar charging
current
Solar power
approx.

Max. 20 A

Max. 10 A

Max. 3 A

50 – 300 Wp (12 V)

50 – 150 Wp (12 V)

10 – 50 Wp

12 / 24 V
automatic detection

12 V

Max. 30 V / 50 V

Max. 47 V

4 mA at night,
10 mA when charging

≤ 3 mA

153 mm x 76 mm x 37.5 mm

146 mm x 90 mm x 33 mm

System voltage
Input voltage
Own consumption
Dimensions
(L x W x H)
Weight

230 g

200 g

160 g
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Solar installation kit
The Truma solar installation kit with the DEKRA-certified roof attachment system was designed for securing
Truma solar modules SM 150, SM 100, SM 65 or SM 23 on the roof of a motor home or caravan. It contains
all components required for fastening and cabling.
Solar installation kit
Product

Part no.

Description

76310-01

Solar installation kit

Solar support kit

4 x light and sturdy plastic roof attachment supports
Total weight: approx. 1 kg

Solar spoiler

1 x spoiler, weight approx. 150 g

Solar roof lead-through 1 x roof lead-through, 2 x cable unions, 1 x sealing plug
Solar connection kit

2 x Terostat 9220 (80 ml), 1 x Loctite 7063 (150 ml)*, 8 x self-tapping screws,
2 x EdgeClips for securing the cable on the module frame

Solar wiring kit, basic

• PV connector cable: 2-pole Y-cable, with MC3 connectors on one side, 2.5 mm²,
suitable for outdoors, 6 m
• Red/black positive and negative charging current cable, 4 mm², for connecting the
battery, suitable for extending the PV connector cable on the interior, each 6 m

Accessories: Solar installation kit
Solar support kit
76000-00500

Solar support kit
Support kit for solar modules
4 x light and sturdy plastic roof attachment supports
Weight: 4 x 246 g

76000-00600

Solar spoiler
1 x flow-optimising spoiler for solar support kit
Weight: approx. 150 g

76000-00700

Solar connection kit
2 x MS polymer adhesive Terostat 9220 (80 ml)
1 x universal cleaner Loctite 7063 (150 ml)*
8 x self-tapping screws
2xE
 dgeClips for securing the cable on the module frame

Solar spoiler

Solar connection kit

* Loctite 7063 universal cleaner
Contains: Naphtha, hydrotreated light, <0.1% benzene
DANGER
Extremely flammable aerosol. Pressurised container: May burst if heated. Causes skin irritations.
May cause drowsiness or dizziness. Toxic to aquatic life with long-lasting effects.
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Accessories: Solar installation kit
Product

Part no.

Description

76000-00300

Solar roof lead-through
2 x M 20 cable union
1 x sealing plug
Weight: 125 g

MISCELLANEOUS

Solar roof lead-through

Solar wiring kit, basic
76000-01100

Solar wiring kit, basic
1xP
 V connector cable: 2-pole Y-cable, with MC3 connectors on
one side, 2.5 mm², suitable for outdoors, 6 m
2 x r ed/black positive and negative charging current cables,
4 mm², for connecting the battery, suitable for extending the
PV connector cable on the interior, each 6 m

Solar wiring kit, extension 2.5 m
76000-01200

Solar wiring kit, extension 2.5 m
1 x MC3 branch connector for cable extension
1 x MC3 junction box
2 x MC3 extension cables 2.5 m (2.5 mm²)

Solar wiring kit, extension 5 m
76000-01300

Solar wiring kit, extension 5 m
1 x MC3 branch connector for cable extension
1 x MC3 junction box
2 x MC3 extension cables 5 m (2.5 mm²)
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Truma gas lights

Cosy lighting in the vehicle – without any electrical power
Self-sufficiency with Truma’s wall and ceiling lights – no matter how far away the nearest power source is.
They are suitable for use in caravans or motor homes, but also provide pleasant light for cosy evenings under
the awning.
• Retrofittable: Can also be installed at a later stage.
• Safe: Thermo-electric safety pilot (also suitable for vehicles).
• Autonomous: Lighting that doesn’t rely on the power supply.

Truma Nova wall light

Truma ceiling light LZS

Included with delivery: Fibreglass shade with two
screw-on mantles and heat deflector. The brightness
can be adjusted at the control knob.

The fitting kit LZS is also required in addition to the ceiling light unit. This contains a pendulum tube (20 cm
long), a ceiling bend, a ceiling canopy (Ø 15 cm), a
screw-on mantle NG and an opal globe. A copper shade is available as an option for the ceiling light.

Technical data
• Luminosity: up to approx. 60 W
• Gas pressure: 30 or 50 mbar
• Gas consumption: 10 to 40 g/h
Accessories
• Shade SW: Bleached
• Burner BVL: For gas pressure of 30 or 50 mbar.
• Screw-on mantle NG: For maximum brightness
and durability.
• Surface-mounted fitting: For laying the gas supply
pipe on the surface.
• Flint ignitor: For the easier lighting of lamps.
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Technical data
• Luminosity: up to approx. 60 W
• Gas pressure: 30 or 50 mbar, with thermo-electric
safety pilot
• Gas consumption: 60 g/h
Accessories
• Nova burner NB: For gas pressures of 30 and
50 mbar.
• Screw-on mantle NG: For maximum brightness
and durability.
• Flint ignitor FL: For the easier lighting of lamps.
• Ceiling canopy Ø 22 cm: Required with wood
ceilings.

Product overview: Gas lights
MISCELLANEOUS

Truma ceiling light
Ideal for mountain huts and many other uses.
Product

Part no.

Description

11140-01

Ceiling light LZS 30 / 50 mbar
with thermo-electric safety pilot
without fitting kit LZS
Luminosity
Gas consumption
Product ID number

Up to approx. 60 W
60 g/h
CE-0085AQ1054

Installation kit for ceiling light (please order as a separate item)
10360-00

Fitting kit LZS
consisting of
pendulum tube 20 cm, ceiling bend, opal globe,
ceiling canopy Ø 15 cm, screw-on mantle NG

Individual parts for ceiling light
10650-00

Ceiling canopy Ø 15 cm

10660-00

Ceiling canopy Ø 22 cm
Required with wood ceilings.

10610-00

Pendulum tube 10 cm

10620-00

Pendulum tube 20 cm

10630-00

Pendulum tube 40 cm

10640-00

Wall bracket 25 cm

10680-00

Ceiling bend 8 mm - 1/4"
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Product overview: Gas lights
Individual parts for ceiling light
Product
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Part no.

Description

10120-00

Copper shade
Ø 33 mm

10100-00

Opal globe
Ø 18 cm

10200-00

Mantle NG

10140-00

Nova burner NB

10670-00

Flint ignitor FL

10000-12400

Button
for pull rod

Product overview: Gas lights
MISCELLANEOUS

Truma wall light
Truma Nova wall light NLZS, 30 mbar with thermo-electric safety pilot (complete with shade SW,
bleached, new design, 2 screw-on mantles NG and heat deflector). The Truma Nova wall light is also available
for an operating pressure of 50 mbar if required. Indispensable for the independent camper. Especially
recommended for motor homes to save the battery!
Product

Part no.

Description

12311-01

Nova wall light NLZS, 30 mbar

12301-01

Nova wall light NLZS, 50 mbar
Luminosity

Up to approx. 60 W

Gas consumption

10-40 g/h

Product ID number

CE-0085AQ1055

Accessories: Wall light
10200-00

Mantle NG

10000-28000

Burner BVL 30 mbar

10000-26900

Burner BVL 50 mbar

10000-38000

Surface-mounted fitting
for laying the gas supply pipe on the surface

10000-05500

Flint ignitor

10000-39000

Air throttle LK
Retrofitting part for older lights
for boosting luminosity

10310-03

Shade SW bleached
for Nova lights NLZS and NLS, bleached
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Accessories
Testing devices
Product

Part no.

Description

54100-00

Leak testing kit
Pressure pump with pressure gauge. For checking for leaks
in liquid gas systems in vehicles in accordance with DVGW
Worksheet G 607 and in boats in accordance with DVGW
Worksheet G 608, complete with protective bag and sealing
nipple for testing two-cylinder systems
(Test pressure limited to approx. 150 mbar)

50040-16000

Additional test volume
with a content of 600 cm³ for small gas systems that do not
attain the required test volume of 700 cm³

Gas hose W 40 for leak testing on vehicles (discountable)
50610-01

Gas hose W 40 - 8 mm
1/4" LH, for 8 mm gas pipes

50650-01

Gas hose W 40 - 10 mm
1/4" LH, for 10 mm gas pipes

39010-04500

Gas hose W 100 with coupling nozzle
for gas tank regulator with 3-way valve

50020-61200

Test hose 750 mm
for all standard commercial test pumps and for the integrated
test connection of the Truma gas pressure regulator

54110-00

Regulator testing kit RP
with precision pressure gauge for testing
30 mbar or 50 mbar gas pressure regulators,
completely installed in the plastic container

50020-04100

Adapter union RP
for connecting the regulator testing kit to
the test hose

Test adapter, 1/4" LH, additionally required for testing the 30 mbar or 50 mbar
appliance regulator of the Truma Triomatic
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50040-12900

Test adapter, 1/4" LH, 8 mm
for 8 mm gas pipes

50040-12800

Test adapter, 1/4" LH, 10 mm
for 10 mm gas pipes

Accessories
Product

Part no.

Description

50000-38000

Diagnose Tool
for reading out the fault memory on TIN bus-capable appliances.
Shows measures necessary for troubleshooting on the
computer, thereby allowing fault searching and history to be
unambiguously diagnosed. Extendable and updatable software.

34020-47500

Diagnostic adapter (EDiTH)
for the JE diesel burner incl. USB adapter,
PC connector cable (serial interface) and
diagnosis cable

34020-47800

Diagnosis cable

34020-44700

Filling unit
for rapid diesel fuel line filling

34020-45000

Lock washer tool
for fitting the lock washer when the duct kit for the Combi D
must be shortened

39010-31800

Pre-press key
for pre-fitting olives on the gas pipe

MISCELLANEOUS

Testing devices

Special tools
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MISCELLANEOUS

Space for your notes
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Attention to detail
and premium quality
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CAMPWEAR
Camping in style
Whether you’re in the workshop, working in sales or
relaxing in your leisure time – with Truma CampWear
you’ll always be perfectly dressed for the occasion.
With everything from T-shirts to windcheaters, our
clothing range impresses with high-quality materials,
excellent workmanship and fashionable details in the
Truma colours. All items of clothing are available in
men’s and women’s fits. You will also find many practical, fashionable accessories in the Truma CampWear
Shop.
We offer our Truma Partners a special collection with
the partner logo and they are also entitled to
discounted prices.
Simply order the products for yourself and your
employees from our online shop!

www.truma-campwear.com
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Truma 2-in-1 jacket
Windproof outer jacket and warming fleece gilet: With
this sporty 2-in-1 jacket you’ll be equipped for any
weather during your camping holiday. The jacket can
also be worn without the sleeveless gilet – and vice
versa.
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Truma fleece jacket

CAMPWEAR

This lightweight Truma fleece jacket keeps you warm
on cool days at the campsite. The fleecy soft fabric is
comfortable, hard-wearing and dries quickly – making
it the ideal companion for all your activities.

Truma rugby shirt
This sporty long-sleeved rugby shirt with embroidered
detailing in the classic Truma colours of blue, white
and orange is a real eye-catcher.

Truma T-shirt
Our fashionable dark blue T-shirt featuring the Truma
slogan “More comfort on the move” is ideal for all
leisure activities – both on and off the campsite.

Truma polo shirt
You’ll always feel good in this casual Truma polo shirt
in blue or white: whether camping, exercising or at
home. The finely structured piqué cotton has an airy
lightness that feels good against your skin.

Truma backpack
Our spacious backpack has room for everything you
need for a day trip during your camping holiday: from
your lunch to your sunscreen.
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Information and
service on all channels
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Truma Online
Our online platforms ensure that you and your
customers are kept up to date at all times.
Website and newsletter
www.truma.com is the first port of call for your
customers whenever they need to find help quickly.
Sometimes they might just need to download a set of
operating instructions. But if not, the practical online
dealer search means that customers can reach you
directly.
With our newsletter, end customers and dealers alike
will receive news about the company and specific
information directly to their inbox.
Service blog
In our blog we focus on everyday caravanning topics
and pass on helpful tips. This is also where we communicate with our customers and answer their questions: https://serviceblog.truma.com
App
Anyone using a Truma product should also take advantage of the free Truma App, which is a real all-rounder.
Your customers will have all operating instructions at
their fingertips so they can look things up as required.
Useful camping tools make their everyday camping
life easier, and in conjunction with the Truma iNet Box,
allow them to control the Truma air conditioner and
Combi heater conveniently while on the move:
www.truma.com/app

Other social media
Facebook
Interesting facts, entertaining posts, competitions
www.facebook.com/Truma.Fan
YouTube
How-to-use, installation and product videos
www.youtube.com/trumageraetetechnik
Twitter
Truma news in real time
www.twitter.com/truma_de
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Always there for you
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Truma Service

Becoming a Truma Partner

But if you ever need our help, we will be happy to
assist you. Whether in Putzbrunn with our contact
partners at the Customer Care Centre or in your local
area with our field sales representatives. This enables
us to ensure that you receive the best possible service.

Truma Partners profit from numerous advantages.
They get regular training on the various appliances,
can borrow demonstration models for their in-house
exhibitions and order displays for their retail premises.
Truma Partners also score highly in sales:

You can contact our colleagues
by sending an e-mail to retail@truma.com
or by calling +49 (0)89 4617-2020.

• 5-year parts warranty
They sell Mover® manoeuvring systems and air conditioning systems with a five-year parts warranty. Truma
Partners document this warranty with a high-quality
certificate.
• Exclusive products
Truma Partners offer their customers the entire Truma
product range. This also includes the Truma iNet
System and the Mover® XT manoeuvring system.
• Competent advice
Thanks to regular training, Truma Partners are always
well informed about Truma products. This enables
them to clearly explain technical details and how the
appliances work to their customers.
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